
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

PRESS RELEASE: JANUARY 14th 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM: OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

MEMORANDUM: 
REVIEW OF THE PRESENT "ARTICLES OF IMPEACHEMENT" AGAINST 
THE 45TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Granted review of the public documents construed to be the text of the articles of impeachement drafted by the Democratic 
Party with members of the 117th Congress during a state of undeclared war suspending ordinary commerce and trial, so 
obligated 588 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-647 by the Supreme Court of the United States and "due process" to require 
"cross examination" standard set by the Oklahoma Supreme Court in 2007 case "Kelly v Kelly" (P100) and "Malone v 
Maline" (1970) not met by UNITED STATES nor STATE OF GEORGIA;

It is the position of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, a UNITED STATES CORPORATION resident in 
the STATE OF OKLAHOMA and subject to the laws of the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma and Constitution of the 
United States per Oklahoma Constitution Article I section I-1;

That such articles constitute a violation of the FIRST AMENDMENT OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, in 
suspension of the right of 'remonstance', for redress of grievances to the government, so defined in The Constitution of the 
State of Oklahoma Article II section II-3, and assault to dismiss trial and civil procedure obligated rule of Article II-22 and 
II-6 on a 'declaration' of the 117th Congress having no power to suspend the Article II-6 rights of Donald John Trump.

Further, that such claims to incur penalty and dismiss sedition, insurrection, and rebellion by commissioned franchise of the 
UNITED STATES made in UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS falsely themed as private and therefore not subject to 42 
USC section 1981 equal protection, to include intimidation and loss of business and right to commerce and cause at law a 
civil wrongdoing in specific offense, constitute a general and broad abuse of the power of the UNITED STATES by the 
117th Congress of the United States and UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, their agent wrongly styled a trial
in refusal to hear cases and prejudgement of evidence suspending ordinary duty to afford trial and cross-examination to 
produce 'automatic mistrial'.

This is evident in admission of 1000 pages of 'affidavit' to the custody of the 117th Congress on January 6 2021, prior claim 
as if legal fact a fraud to conceal the nature of this record as "evidence" in the custody of the 117th Congress, preceding the 
entry of persons to the House floor;

The prior conduct, so prohibited in Title 18 section 2071, and subsequent retaliation to suspend communication to a party on
foreign theory of law, a sedition against the laws of the United States per 18 USC section 241 and civil procedure not met, 
suggest more serious 18 USC section 666 embezzlement and 31 USC section 3729(a) "false claims" to defraud.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore invokes its right and duty to prohibit trading with the enemy 
during civil unrest in 50 USC chapter 53, as we have evidence of violation of section 4303 in terrorist activity and 
kidnapping of record and identical in form to the claims of the Democratic Party against a broad class and specific 'public 
enemies' lists of verified Americans solely for political and religious opposition to foreign claims and export of technology, 
interference in Interstate Commerce, and violation of Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A for the ally of North Korea, 
known general all the People's Republic of China (PRC).
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PRC and Japanese firms "Nippon Telegraph and Telephone", known as NTT Group and its subsidiaries, and SoftBank 
Group Corp, in commerce with PRC franchise "Tencent Holding Co Ltd" and joint director Jack Ma of Softbank/Tencent 
did engage in alleged activity themed antitrust violations of the Shermen Antitrust Act of 1890 and Clayton Act of 1914 
against RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED and its partner firms from 2001-2021.

This interference included sustained denial of service attacks, impersonation of officers, theft and concealment of a child by 
subcontractors employed by TEK SYSTEMS and ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES in the State of Texas, for which an 
order to return the child to the parent in the State of Oklahoma was issued and never honored or enforced - and such activity
sustained by false filings in records of the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY by the STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA contrary Federal Register Volume 81 No 244 and Federal Law prohibiting this conduct and activity, rules, 
and sustained abuse from 2001-2021.  Larceny in this period included $108,000 USD in false bond not afforded making or 
enforcement under UNIFORM INSTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT ACT and never registered to have legal authority to use
by the UNITED STATES in larceny 04/15/2020 and prior years consecutively contrary 45 CFR 302.56, 303.6, 303.100, and 
15 USC 1673 Federal Law.  The purpose of such act was the taking, transfer, and dilution of value in trademark and 
industrial technology to aid competitor APPLE INC. and ALPHABET INC., joint consumers of a "Saudi Arabia Sovereign 
Investment Trust" estimated at $200 billion USD; and such projects then enjoined by NTT and Softbank/Tencent ventures 
competitive with the targeted UNITED STATES CORPORATION having prior legal claim to return of the hostage.

Investigation has revealed that Softbank/Tencent jointly paid $9 billion USD to finance a venture known as "Uber" contrary 
labor law in the United States, United Kingdom, and European Union.  That the firms did engage in 'real estate investment 
trust' with 1:1 proxy representative firms to carry out business not afforded such structure in the United States.  That the 
firm Softbank did purchase a firm for use in competition later registered as SOFTBANK ROBOTICS, and engage in direct 
automated control software and service to leverage this monopoly to Toyota and Hyundia while disrupting similar 
investment and work in the United States from 2009-2020 by RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED.  It is 
alleged that this activity benefits NTT and its subsidiaries as preferred provider of data and long-haul infrastructure optical 
network services to facilitate automobile self-driving and data services, and is paired with acquisition of ARM HOLDING 
in the United Kingdom - a maker of Apple Inc. microprocessor consumer electronics, then used to leverage a stock swap 
takeover in September 2020 of NVIDIA CORPORATION estimated to be $42 billion USD in value.  Such shares prior 
traded for $32 billion USD in value - and supported by the intermediary "Saudi Arabian Sovereign Investment Trust".

In the course of the dispute, did employees of TEK SYSTEMS and ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES jointly with 
COGENT COMMUNICATIONS and VERIO INC., two firms owned by NTT GROUP, harass and steal and use the identity
of the RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCOPRORATED officers to sustain this fraud while physical violence was done to 
them.  Assault with battery during operation of a motor vehicle, battery by ambush, battery with a deadly weapon, and 
threats of arson after destruction by fire of the legal offices of the officers did occur, in concert with 300 pages of threats to 
sustain this abduction, concealment, and extortion for commercial purpose in support of the Democratic National Party and 
to disable the Interstate Commerce and Intrastate Commerce rights of the hostage family and businesses at law.

Windows were broken and shot fired into the building in incidents in concert with dead animals placed upon the doorstep, 
and these incidents paired with claims that such injures and cadavers were being created by the parent of the concealed and 
abducted child.  Evidence of "automatic mistrial" is shown in December 2001 showing the abducting party "wholly in 
default" while refusing to return the child to their registered home of the Oklahoma parent, named in the complaint after 
carjacking and removal by force on threat of murder of the child.  In 2018-2020 an average of 24,000 false requests per hour
were then sent to the network of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED to further disable the business and limit
business traffic, disrupt service, and damage customer relationships in a pattern of fraud, using in majority source address 
forgery coinciding with competitor DIGITAL OCEAN and other known associates of the NTT GROUP in Italy, Australia, 
Singapore, and consistently in each expansion of NTT DATA CENTERS from such place and in volumes exceeding 16 
Gbps as observed by LEVEL 3 COMMUNICAITONS and LINODE LLC - disabling NEW JERSEY STATE businesses.
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This conduct suggests an organized and state-sponsored campaign of foreign interference in INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
identical to tactics employed in 2016-2021 by the DEMOCRATIC PARTY, and coincide with repeated harassing phonecalls 
from NPR and threats of extortion by NPR programming manager and NPR employee for technical services in Enid 
Oklahoma and Dallas Texas, including direct written threats and following of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED personnel at events in Oklahoma City and Tulsa Oklahoma, so documented in observation and express 
in over 300 pages of threats then published from 2013-2021 by a GOOGLE INC. user account "myluv187".

Investigation revealed the NON-GOVERMNENT ORGANIZATION aid this fraud did host in concert with NTT 
AMERICA, the domain information to carry out this abuse and their associate on such server as was known in ICANN 
record to be shared by both firms employees and the DALLAS TEXAS group, there create false domain names using the 
name of the Oklahoma officer to deny return of the child and damage the formal business and investment and publicity 
rights of the same through ICANN registration using as legal name an "email address as a legal name of registry" to escape 
court jurisdiction and civil remedy otherwise afforded and due; reliant on state TITLE IV agency fraud to support this taking
of $720 million USD in funds by STATE OF TEXAS and $1,500,000,000 USD per year by STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
contrary 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 rule and requirements set forth December 16 2016 in Federal Register Vol 81 No 244.

Pursuant to Title 50 section 4303, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED has answered such action with private
investigation to affirm presence of uniformed combatants engaged in this fraud in 2007-2012, so later identified as ANTIFA 
and similar unregistered foreign fighters; and cited hundreds of such abuses on Facebook, Twitter, and Myspace services 
where such companies aided and abbetted the fraud to conceal a child in this larceny and 21 O.S. 21-891 felony.

Reading of Title 50 section 4303 therefore suggests that the censorship effort by those organizations in aid and coordination 
January 6 2021 to January 13 2021 are identical to crimes prior described in Title 18 Chapter 95 and 96 "Racketeering" and 
for cause prior described in foreign alliance with a nation for which the United States remains in legal status of war.

One such member is a Citizen of SOUTH KOREA, and the other a technical worker with information linking him to 
NATION OF JAPAN organized crime similar to TOR anonymous services and intellectual property theft in organized 
activity with persons in DALLAS COUNTY, STATE OF TEXAS, who confessed their role in such activity a premeditated 
plan to defraud the RIAA and commission of perjury  in court before our officers during civil suit then to this end.  We have 
learned from substance abuse conviction documents that perjury was also committed in PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT
COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, to sustain this fraud in 2012; based on earnings and income so reported in DENTON 
COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF TEXAS.  Making such matter an INTERSTATE FRAUD in concert with 
kidnapping, so themed a joint action of two or more persons and to benefit of the 32.6% equity ownership of "Government 
of Japan" in NTT GROUP and its subsidiary business in STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF MICHIGAN franchise.

HOUSE RESOLUTION 24 of the 117th Congress of the United States, appears on face to be an extension of this scheme 
and fraud to disable the powers ordinarily reserved by the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES so defined in Title 53 
Section 4303, and performed by agent-ally members of foreign governments through their domesticated entities to conceal 
their beneficiary and parent and harbor of destination in patent acquisition and theft of intellectual property as a clear plan.

This relationship supports that the parties meet the definition of 53 USC Section 4302 as an ally of an enemy power with 
whom the United States is still in a declared state of war (North Korea), and sustained acts of hostilities by PRC in joint 
privatized mission with specific firms of NATION OF JAPAN and "Government of Japan" in equity a bona fide beneficiary.

The effort to disrupt the intent, legal meaning, and enforcement of 47 USC Section 230 expressly shows the broad 
subordination of the United States jurisdiction to foreign theory of law and sovereign overreach, in claims of no inherent 
rights and broad abuse against a class for specific crimes of a group on a national scale, a felony described in German law as
"Volksverhetzung" (incitement of the public against a class / one) and genocide, so themed a war crime in the United States 
Treaty "The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" and 18 USC 1091.
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Fundamental to these movements and their aims is the disablement of rights in felony acts barred by 15 USC 1692d and 
1692g, the abandonment of such obligations by states in 15 USC 1692n, and felony crime in 18 USC 241 to suspend or 
disenfranchize permanently the concept of "Inherent Rights" so named in The Constitution of the State of Oklahoma, Article
II section II-2. 

Further, are all Oklahoma Bill of Rights systematically violated in this activity by design and unreasonable delay to suggest 
perpetual loss of remedy contrary law, using excessive files and other tactics including 18 USC 2071 false records care.  
This is subject unlimited jury damages in 23 O.S. 23-9.1, and such scope sustained by the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruling.

SECTION II-2
Inherent rights.

All persons have the inherent right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and the enjoyment of 
the gains of their own industry.

SECTION II-3
Right of assembly and petition.

The people have the right peaceably to assemble for their own good, and to apply to those 
invested with the powers of government for redress of grievances by petition, address, or remonstrance.

SECTION II-4
Interference with right of suffrage.

No power, civil or military, shall ever interfere to prevent the free exercise of the right of suffrage 
by those entitled to such right.

SECTION II-5
Public money or property - Use for sectarian purposes.

No public money or property shall ever be appropriated, applied, donated, or used, directly or 
indirectly, for the use, benefit, or support of any sect, church, denomination, or system of religion, or for 
the use, benefit, or support of any priest, preacher, minister, or other religious teacher or dignitary, or 
sectarian institution as such.

SECTION II-6
Courts of justice open - Remedies for wrongs - Sale, denial or delay.

The courts of justice of the State shall be open to every person, and speedy and certain remedy 
afforded for every wrong and for every injury to person, property, or reputation; and right and justice 
shall be administered without sale, denial, delay, or prejudice.

SECTION II-7
Due process of law.

No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.

SECTION II-9
Excessive bail or fines - Cruel or unusual punishment.

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel or unusual 
punishments inflicted.
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The Constitution of the United States, Article IV section 2 Paragraph 1

"The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several 
States."

The Constitution of the United States, themed expressly as SUPREME LAW in the State of Oklahoma contract 
with the UNITED STATES ratified by the Congress of the United States in 1907, makes clear the prior rights of 
persons in the State of Oklahoma are enforcable for all persons in all states.

Pursuant the 1907 agreement:

SECTION I-1
Supreme law of land.
The State of Oklahoma is an inseparable part of the Federal Union, and the Constitution of the United 
States is the supreme law of the land.

The UNITED STATES is therefore, as a government body so incorporated, alien to the nation in legal person of 
the United States, a country, and to that of the Federal Union, a legal body, and as such government body holds 
no special right to speak as authority contrary this inseparable bond and agreement between 'The State of 
Oklahoma', a nation or sovereign territory, and the Federal Union which are bound by agreement to 'the 
Constitution of the United States' as supreme law of the land.

SECTION I-2
Religious liberty - Polygamous or plural marriages.
Perfect toleration of religious sentiment shall be secured, and no inhabitant of the State shall ever be 
molested in person or property on account of his or her mode of religious worship; and no religious test 
shall be required for the exercise of civil or political rights.  Polygamous or plural marriages are forever 
prohibited.

The UNITED STATES as a government body, so incorporated to carry out the office of the public trust so made 
then separate from its legal person, as is Donald John Trump separate from "The Office of the President of the 
United States" an agent and separable in rights and privileges from the institution of the public trust, not entitled 
to be the declarator of "Truth" or "Falsehood" in any matter at law to suggest non-compos mentis or criminal 
malfeasance for dissent in civil procedure or remonstration (OK Const., Article II-3) and impose penalties, 
threat, or intimidation to disrupt or disenfranchise the suffrage rights of persons to support their claim as legal 
party.  Belief in such political theory is foreign to the "American Jurisprudence", a legal theory of common law 
of the People of this incorporation of the United States, a nation; and holds more in common with CHINESE 
COMMUNIST PARTY (CCP) claims of a religious policy known as "Ruism", a form of Confusionism made 
officially sanctioned religious doctrine in the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC).  

It is criminal and wrongly themed, then to suggest that the values of a religious (sectarian) belief are applied to 
qualify mental health or made a test of UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP or other civil honors or commerce.
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The UNITED STATES further commits to fatal error in its allegation on the prior that "treason" so testified in 
HOUSE RULE 24 debate on the floor as alleged against Donald John Trump, is a legal fact.  Pursuant The 
Constitution of the State of Oklahoma, Treason is defined and limited by CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT which 
Donald John Trump enjoys through his UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP and Article IV section 2 rule of the 
Constitution of the United States held to be "Supreme Law of the Land".

SECTION II-16
Treason.
Treason against the State shall consist only in levying war against it or in adhering to its enemies, giving 
them aid and comfort.  No person shall be convicted of treason, unless on the testimony of two witnesses
to the same overt act, or on confession in open court.

The STATE OF OKLAHOMA, so incorporated, by reciprocal callback function of Constitutional rights, including the 
prohibition to waive such rights even voluntarily or in writing in ARTICLE XIII, disclaims all such allegation of "Treason" 
levied against Donald John Trump, unless as stated January 13 2021 by the 117th Congress of the United States, in formal 
record, it has designated United States Citizens as enemy combatants openly and retroactively contrary "ex post facto" to 
the January 6th 2021 riot at the Capitol Building in the District of Columbia.

To do so would suggest the act, without a formal declaration, such as the threat of murder of UNITED STATES CITIZENS 
or of kidnapping or taking and carrying away of their children without legal cause for indefinite or perpetual period 
conditioned subordination of the parent seeking relief and return of a child, is "levying war", and such acts express in 2001-
2020 by the same parties named prior then "a formal state of war" between those parties and their nation - and the UNITED 
STATES CITIZENS initiated August 11th 2001 in the State of Texas for the same purpose sustained in 2016-2021 against 
Donald John Trump, to impose foreign influence and subordination over the control of intellectual property and industry in 
the United States by a foreign sovereign power, and such acts "Genocide" by disgrace and loss of public office for 
remonstrance and protest - protected acts - themed mental illness in concert with PRC and NATION OF JAPAN adoption of
"Ruism" as a legal theory disclaiming "Inherent Rights", bartering rights as privilege based on utility to collective 
community or society a consideration not obligated the American Jurisprudence, and to subvert the government and security
of the United States and the People.

Whereby, a formal state of war exists between the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NATION OF JAPAN, ITALY, 
AUSTRALIA, and elements themed hostile foreign agents acting under color of International commerce in Republic of 
Germany, State of California, State of Texas, State of Michigan, State of New York, and State of Oklahoma against officers 
and interests of the United States and the People; and such STATE OF GEORGIA, STATE OF ARIZONA, STATE OF 
MICHIGAN, STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and STATE OF OKLAHOMA have aided this activity from 
2001-2021 in concert with specific transactions, gains, and investments themed in optical long-haul Internet transport carrier
services and hosting, receiving substantial foreign finance and coordination from Saudi Arabia, on behalf of Nation of Japan
as intermediary buyer, and People's Republic of China as destination port and permanent harbor of such monopolies and 
patents obtained during industrial espionage to cause distressed equity and opportunity to obtain or duplicate industry in the 
United States.

From which a constructed condition of open and sustained hostilities barred by "The Leiber Code" (General Order 100) 
Article 17 in abuse of ordinary rights of assembly and commerce predicated on a "health crisis" to deprive persons of their 
free agency over 12 months, a form of warfare.

Art. 17.
War is not carried on by arms alone. It is lawful to starve the hostile belligerent, armed or unarmed, so that it leads to the 
speedier subjection of the enemy.
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Further, is the abuse not the most extreme perfidy possible by the UNITED STATES in its complicity with such injury 
whereby Article 23 is alleged knowingly and purposefully violated while under color of peace and truce.

Art. 23.
Private citizens are no longer murdered, enslaved, or carried off to distant parts, and the inoffensive individual is 
as little disturbed in his private relations as the commander of the hostile troops can afford to grant in the 
overruling demands of a vigorous war.

And by such acts by the UNITED STATES through the 117th Congress in violation of 18 USC sec 2071, thereby engage in 
abuse not afforded its limited franchise and incorporation and pledge in Article 15 against persons, to call for civil death 
without trial or material right to jury or cross examination, declaring such persons not to be moral beings in House claim:

Art. 15.
Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armed enemies, and of other persons whose 
destruction is incidentally unavoidable in the armed contests of the war; it allows of the capturing of every armed 
enemy, and every enemy of importance to the hostile government, or of peculiar danger to the captor; it allows of 
all destruction of property, and obstruction of the ways and channels of traffic, travel, or communication, and of 
all withholding of sustenance or means of life from the enemy; of the appropriation of whatever an enemy's country
affords necessary for the subsistence and safety of the army, and of such deception as does not involve the breaking
of good faith either positively pledged, regarding agreements entered into during the war, or supposed by the 
modern law of war to exist. Men who take up arms against one another in public war do not cease on this account 
to be moral beings, responsible to one another and to God.

Further, UNITED STATES through the 117th Congress in violation of its duties and obligations are seeking to sustain 
wanton devastation of the districts by economic interference under color of law and permission to riot, while rebuking such 
acts as heinous against their own property and calling for 'revenge', and to torture by civil death and loss of civil honors a 
broad class of American people based on the specific actions of a few.  An act making in plain language a 'perfidy' of this 
legislation and virtue signalling to characterize the man Donald John Trump and other victims to suggest a penalty not 
related a specific and objective act or word or phrase in consistent and explicit written claim a charge, from which general 
animosity and a 'return to peace is unnecessarily difficult'.

Art. 16.
Military necessity does not admit of cruelty - that is, the infliction of suffering for the sake of suffering or for 
revenge, nor of maiming or wounding except in fight, nor of torture to extort confessions. It does not admit of the 
use of poison in any way, nor of the wanton devastation of a district. It admits of deception, but disclaims acts of 
perfidy; and, in general, military necessity does not include any act of hostility which makes the return to peace 
unnecessarily difficult.

Neither the UNITED STATES nor any party has the right to discharge or rebuke or disclaim these 'civil honors, titles, and 
rights' prior conviction (21 O.S. 21-8) nor deny a person the right to violence or any force a remedy to cease felony injury to
himself or another (Title 22 Oklahoma Statute, section 22-31, et al).  The suggestion that violence is a crime without context
or respect to the levying of war against a party or group or community or in genocide or other war crime is a high crime, per
the "United States Treaty: The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide", which is Supreme
Law per the Constitution of the United States, as a United States Treaty so made.
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No agreement suggested or implied may waive the prior protections and benefits of the Constitution of the State of 
Oklahoma, so made in rule adopted by the UNITED STATES as Supreme Law in 1907 with incorporation of STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA to the Federal Union.  This is express in The Constitution of the State of Oklahoma, section XXIII-8 and 
XXIII-9, and render such action and legislation "null and void" by "operation of law" in their very making without review.

SECTION XXIII-8
Contracts waiving benefits of Constitution invalid.
Any provision of a contract, express or implied, made by any person, by which any of the benefits of this 
Constitution is sought to be waived, shall be null and void.

SECTION XXIII-9
Notice or demand, stipulation for.
Any provision of any contract or agreement, express or implied, stipulating for notice or demand other than such as
may be provided by law, as a condition precedent to establish any claim, demand, or liability, shall be null and 
void.

Further, is the express and implied demand that the UNITED STATES as a "labor organization" and "organization of any 
kind" so qualified as a "government body" and in the rules concerning the creation and license of franchise and commission 
thereof in Federal business and delegation of such powers and regulations to the member states of the Federal Union, 
enjoined to cease and desist making claims to coerce and compel the People, both registered UNITED STATES CITIZENS 
and unregistered People in such territories and states subject to Article IV Section 2 clause 1 of the Constitution of the 
United States, from complying with demands to "accept a declaration of the 117th Congress or any state conditioned a right 
to compos mentis and communication essential to work and commercial activity", citing that such activity is essential to 
sustain life and its interference on these grounds is a threat to the sustainability of life so prohibited in United States Treaty, 
The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

SECTION XXIII-1A.
Right to work.
A.  As used in this section, "labor organization" means any organization of any kind, or agency or employee 
representation committee or union, that exists for the purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers 
concerning wages, rates of pay, hours of work, other conditions of employment, or other forms of compensation.
B.  No person shall be required, as a condition of employment or continuation of employment, to:
1.  Resign or refrain from voluntary membership in, voluntary affiliation with, or voluntary financial support of a 
labor organization;
2.  Become or remain a member of a labor organization;
3.  Pay any dues, fees, assessments, or other charges of any kind or amount to a labor organization;
4.  Pay to any charity or other third party, in lieu of such payments, any amount equivalent to or pro rata portion of 
dues, fees, assessments, or other charges regularly required of members of a labor organization; or
5.  Be recommended, approved, referred, or cleared by or through a labor organization.
C.  It shall be unlawful to deduct from the wages, earnings, or compensation of an employee any union dues, fees, 
assessments, or other charges to be held for, transferred to, or paid over to a labor organization unless the employee
has first authorized such deduction.
D.  The provisions of this section shall apply to all employment contracts entered into after the effective date of this
section and shall apply to any renewal or extension of any existing contract.
E.  Any person who directly or indirectly violates any provision of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Added by State Question No. 695, Legislative Referendum No. 322, adopted at Special Election held on Sept. 25, 
2001.
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Pursuant to section B(5) and E of the prior Article XXIII-1A, a Constitutional Right so enumerated by STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA in Constitution of the State of Oklahoma; is the UNITED STATES not permitted to demand agreement or 
abandonment of any claim on consideration of its endorsement to work in the territory of the nation United States.  Failure 
to admit this is a crime, and such crime express in the prior cause and complaint a serious offense against persons otherwise 
prior lured and entrapped by the UNITED STATES into employment for consideration of 42 USC section 1981 and 1994 
rule not made and failure of the many states to "automatically" comply with 42 USC section 666(a)(9) and 666(a)(10) rule, 
so described in 45 CFR and expressly in Federal Register Volume 81 No 244 as policy against excessive fines held since 
1991 there admitted.  By which 15 USC 1673(c) apply in all taking in a sixty (60) day period to void any bond, order, or 
other legal claim of civil debt against the same, or be guilty of 21 O.S. 21-748 "human bondage", "debt bondage", and 
"human trafficking" further described in 18 USC section 1589 and 22 USC section 7102 and related Chapter 78 rule.

Failure to adhere to 5 USC section 556 and 557 rule of evidence, on such claims by the 117th Congress of the United States,
appear thereby clear 18 USC 2071 felony violation to conceal information wrongly and falsely asserted as settled civil 
matters, without respect to injury of suffrage rights sustained in Oklahoma Constitution Article II-6 perpetual remedy rule.

This would be, in continued activity to disclaim a right to investigation by a genuinely neutral party of such allegations and 
findings made public, fully, in the cause of such claim - 5 USC section 706 "fraud" by the 117th Congress in addition to 
such 18 USC 2071 and 241 violations so alleged per enumerated Constitution of the State of Oklahoma right violated.

Over the course of January 6th 2021 to January 13th 2021, and upon the language employed by the DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL PARTY and their respective state representatives, it is evident that "levying war" against a class of the 
American People is the business now undertaken and acts of material injury including violence, so defined as substantial 
economic loss on suspension of 42 USC section 1981 equal protection and 47 USC section 230 rule, inflicted on many 
members of the People who were not directly or indirectly participants in the injury and civil conflict at the Capitol.

We may discard all argument concerning SECTION 230 claims by regard of 47 USC section 230 subsection (c):

(1)Treatment of publisher or speaker
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any 
information provided by another information content provider.

(2)Civil liability
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of—

(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the 
provider or user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or 
otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or

(B) any action taken to enable or make available to information content providers or others the technical 
means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).[1]

As Section 230 §§(c)(1) stands alone; violation of section 230 occurs when a publisher (PARLER) is refused protection 
wholly for the contributions of persons themed its publication, and so penalized or defamed as if the speaker.  No provider 
or user (PARLER or its USERS) may be subject any civil action on account of any action taken to enable or make available 
to information content providers or others the technical means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).

Acts to treat PARLER as the "publisher" or account owners to whom information was posted contrary law themed "users" 
as the "publisher" or "speaker" applies in no way to disbar criminal law, intellectual property law, state law (Oklahoma 
Constitution), privacy law, or the prior mentioned sex-trafficking laws such as 21 O.S. 21-748 et al.
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SPECIFIC ACTS

Acts therefore disabling or "de-platforming" persons from their communication and industrial and business investment, 
made in "good faith" to FACEBOOK, GOOGLE, ALPHABET INC., AMAZON INC., TWITTER, and their respective 
brands and subsidiaries and owners in bona fide fact and beneficial interest; are therefore "prohibited at law" in this activity 
in abuse and antitrust coordination for the prior stated foreign "sovereign investment trust" entity and beneficiaries 
"NATION OF JAPAN" and "PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA".

Such acts appear to the layperson and public to be predicated on failure to admit the endorsement of the UNITED STATES 
set by the 117th Congress of the United States in the "Certification" claims of Joe Biden, candidate for the Office of the 
President of the United States.

Basis for removal appears to be rejection of this "declaratory fact" as if such dissent were "mental defect" or "emotional 
disorder" or "imminent danger", not granted the authority of the UNITED STATES to enforce in conduct or condition of 
labor, and to further disenfranchise a suspension of labor now lasting over 12 calendar months to predicate a course of 
medical treatment by the UNITED STATES and several member incorporated states, which justify and disclaim all possible 
fault in medical science and right to private treatment or communication not a franchise in monopoly of the UNITED 
STATES.  

These acts appear to be similar to the 2012-2016 activity to incorporate similar endorsement conditioning access to 
healthcare in ordinary cost and market price to FORCED LABOR FOR THE UNITED STATES, themed illegal under 
Oklahoma Constitution Article II section II-37.

Prior, this was predicated by 1992-1996, and wrongful application to impose illegal fines cited in 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case
no 17-1091 ruling 9-0 by the Supreme Court of the United States, prior expressed as illegal bonds in Federal Register Vol 81
No 244, and made illegal February 20 2017 in all TITLE IV programs and agencies in Federal Law, despite "rebellion, 
insurrection, sedition, and embezzlement" to obtain benefits of the United States in felony violation of 18 USC 666 by the 
member states in varying degree from $720 million USD to $1.5 billion USD per year (STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA) during such time.

Such acts, and failure to "automatically" change collection on demand as described in 45 CFR 302.56(c) and 302.56(f) rule, 
and to demand payment in excess of factual income, wrongly impose a burden of proof on the payor, refuse enforcement of 
rights otherwise obligated by the payee until submission under coercion and duress for loss of life and property without 
legal cause, and use of false incarceration contrary the law to do this in conflict with sixty (60) day limit of collection rights 
per term in 45 CFR 303.6 and limits on taking in 45 CFR 303.100(a)(3), install in the many incorporated states an immense 
debt obligated and due payment immediately to victims (45 CFR 303.100(a)(8)); and as of April 15 2020 show those states 
deducting 100% of COVID-19 relief stimulus and other future payments proposed by Joe Biden to this embezzlement 
scheme themed a $500 billion USD annual draft on THE TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES from 2001-2020 in 
formal 31 USC section 3729(a) complaint filed May 2020.

In her oral arguments, on ruling on 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091, the late Justice Ginsburg did eloquently and 
completely dismiss this illegal activity as "EXCESSIVE FINES", and a power not granted the State or Federal Civil Court 
before the record.  Her language and ruling then filed was modified to include credit to a second justice and omit her claims 
made prior, already record of the proceedings of the Supreme Court of the United States, for which Fed Reg Vol 81 No 244 
under President Donald J. Trump did duly and eloquently attest was the only policy of the UNITED STATES and create in 
such publication "estoppel" against the sustained fraud impacting 200,000 children each year who lose permanent contact 
with one parent without cause cited by the American Bar Association for 2001-2010.
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THE REMEDY

It can be so concluded, under such condition and economic duress born by the American People, that the People see the 
117th Congress and its actions and language as insurrection, rebellion, and overt acts of treason to levy war against their 
person as "Treason against the People";

For which the counter-claim "Treason against the State", whether STATE OF OKLAHOMA or UNITED STATES, does not 
enjoy the same 2001-2020 sustained conflict as to begin to meet the test of "levying war" against the UNITED STATES.

Rather than resort to hyperbole and character remarks, as the 117th Congress of the United States has done and made 
permissible in the recent hearings against Donald John Trump, not dissimilar to the defamation and extortion of James 
Arnold Allen of Oklahoma, father of an abducted child and business owner targeted in similar fashion two decades prior; 
the People come forward with fiduciary rule and facts of record and payment to show the crime in accounting and taking, 
prohibited by 15 USC section 1673 and 45 CFR 303.100(a)(3); and bring bond to pay back all taking in such cause a fraud 
on void orders and false claims their right per 5 USC section 556 and 557 evidence in fraud defined in 706 on TITLE IV 
and other claims declared non-compos-mentis to disenfranchise the Laws of the United States and suffrage of those persons 
made victims of this organized crime and racketeering activity by UNITED STATES and the member incorporated states.

Further, the People allege the claims of the 117th Congress and predominantly each person who voted in favor of the 
grounds of impeachment, are a pledge to a foreign theory of law themed "Ruism" and based in "Hegelian Dialectic 
Socialism", a theology to sustain loss of civil honors and presumption of compos mentis for resistance and dispute with 
authority not a thing at law in American Jurisprudence and the charter of the United States, a nation.

The People cite the use of G.W.F. Hegel, a Prussian theology teacher in his 1890 book "Elements of the Philosophy of 
Right", later used by National Socialists Adolph Hitler and Communist Socialist Karl Marx, Joseph Stalin, and Mao Zedong
of the People's Republic of China, in justification of similar "war crimes"; and assert their right as incorporators to 
withdraw their consent and authority from the UNITED STATES and the government of the United States until such
time as the compliance with the rule of law is restored.

It is the hallmark of "Ruism" that government or adherents allege they speak for "everyone", or discharge the 
ordinary "titles, honors, and equal right to markets" based on those who disagree with them or their authorities.

This bulwark against such foreign theory of law is enshrined in The Constitution of the United States, Article I section 9 and
10, which prohibit the Federal government or the States from granting such "titles"; and against the overt and public acts of 
record of the 117th Congress of the United States in a "Bill of Attainder" against Donald John Trump so made evidence of 
a false legislative impeachment procedure this January 11th 2021.

Specifically: 

"No state shall... ...pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or 
grant any Title of Nobility." (USC, Art. 1 Sec. 10, p. 1 - re: State Powers)

"No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed." (USC, Art. 1 Sec. 9, p 3 - re: Federal Powers)

The very act to do so by the Democratic National Party members and some Republican Party members, exposes the degree 
that "Ruism" has infiltrated our government, institutions, and courts contrary the bylaws of the body at law.  Further, where 
terms themed "titles" of our community including "Mother", "Father", "Son", and "Daughter" are to be removed, assigned, 
or designated by the court for monetary award or incentive paid to the state, is evident in the Title IV fraud contrary Fed 
Reg Vol 81 No 244 rule; a fraud per Administrative contracting in 5 USC sec. 706 and 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 rule.
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Where children, like the son of James Arnold Allen, are led away and deceived in violation of 76 O.S. 76-1 under threat of 
false incarceration and violence against their fathers, no bond or obligation to the 117th Congress of the United States exists
by any person which admit the prior, or regard in English common law "Hue and Cry" a right of all persons and aid a duty 
of all civil society to restore the rights infringed by false legal process and false records of a corrupt court or state or person.

Title 76 Section 76-6 affirms that "reputation" is a right, as does II-6 of Article II of the Constitution of the State of 
Oklahoma, so made in 1907; and the bond and right to communication between parent and child essential and protected in 
the highest order, as defined in 76 O.S. 76-8 rule, of Oklahoma Statutory Law.  

Title 76 Section 76-1 asserts these rights are "inherent rights", not granted by a court and existing prior and contrary any 
claim of a court to their merit or utility.

Title 76 Section 76-9 further asserts "all necessary force" is reserved by the People to restore these rights and the security to 
their sustained application and enforcement; for which the 117th Congress of the United States has disclaimed in suggesting
fictitiously that "violence" is a privilege of the State and remedy a service at the discretion and fee of officers and agents and
delegated franchise and partners of such state, the UNITED STATES, a government body only - not the nation it represents.

The mere suggestion that a grievance against the UNITED STATES is a grievance against the nation is treason to disbar the 
rights of the People, who are its incorporators, and so express in The Federalist Papers as well as the Declaration of 
Independence and letters and works of John Witherspoon of New Jersey, so represented by his descendant at-law, James 
Allen in this matter and injury against the incorporators of the nation, United States, by the government of the 117th 
Congress of the UNITED STATES, a government body only.

In effort to deceive the American People, this injury is aggravated by the sedition of the 117th Congress of the United States
to make declaratory its position and ruling in a legal matter and civil matter, for which such authority over the mind and 
public discourse is not entitled that authority or Hegelian fiat claim of "compos mentis" to be complicit.

To the contrary, all acts by United States Treaty to be complicit to such abuse are war crimes, and such right to commit such 
acts disclaimed by the UNITED STATES in their signature of the treaty obligating they punish those responsible, disbarring 
any ordinary rule of law an agreement themed "Supreme Law" as a U.S. Treaty.

Contempt to this obligation in serious taking of children and the infliction of "corruption of blood" so also prohibited in The
Constitution of the United States, Article III section 3:

Section 3
Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies, 
giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to 
the same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.

The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason shall work 
Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person attainted.

Yet as Ruism works its value on the prior sedition, is the family and those associated also with Donald John Trump and 
James Arnold Allen likewise targeted, disabled, disclaimed standing due perjury and perfidy and spoliation of the most 
extreme degree without trial for an unlawful period of time (18 USC 3161, 2 years in STATE OF OKLAHOMA) on no 
evidence and in destruction to refuse discovery and evidence of the defense; a sustained and similar crime now underway, 
and Corruption of Blood by such removal from commercial markets paired with forfeiture of equity in intellectual property 
there and wanton theft for use in pursuit and abuse of persons confessed via TWITTER and other outlets, a pattern.
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LEVYING OF WAR BY THE 117th CONGRESS, UNITED STATES

Without formal declaration, has the 117th Congress of the United States and their predecessor and agents levied war against 
Donald John Trump, on finding of these allegations of RECORD and rules of the bylaws of a government so made.

Without formal declaration, has STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA likewise levied war against James 
Arnold Allen, despite all civil and written notice of such injury and lawful cause to return the child ordered to his 
POSSESSION legally in 2001, refused by both States and UNITED STATES from 2001-2021, on no legal cause.

Use of media by firms and foreign powers in commercial espionage and fraud, to include impersonation and likeness of the 
same to carry out a campaign of terror and disinformation to incriminate and criminalize both men is evident, consistent, 
and supported by a portion of the persons in the public education and welfare beneficiaries, cities, counties, states, and 
programs which sought control over Federal Funds and grants, military contracts, investment opportunities, patents, and 
export of such technology and benefits and its related industrial right to enjoyment of those goods and services through 
informal relationships among the media, foreign government, and International firms acting with state-sovereign backing to 
extinguish United States residents control over these vital technologies and rights similar to those in The Berne Convention, 
and to do so by abuse of the legal process, debt bondage, trial by social media in organized campaigns refused protection of 
law, and to disenfranchise in conversion of rights the industry of the United States to unions and later foreign sovereign state
labor beyond the border of the country in which this active and sustained contact was executed.

Use of impersonation of foreign sovereign nations, primarily the Russian Federation, further served to distract the public 
from the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) and NATION OF JAPAN role in these activities, paired with 
EUROPEAN UNION and debt-credit-schemes in GREECE and ITALY, these actions appear coordinated and a hostile 
action to disable the economy of the United States with foreign sovereign state sponsorship.

Law enforcement, having $7 billion USD and a need to focus on traditional violent crime and organized narcotic and sex 
trade offenses, failed to respond appropriately to these acts of a $200 billion USD foreign adversary.  Likewise, Central 
Intelligence Agency assets appear to have disclaimed and aided in concealing this activity in double-agent behavior to 
maximize their role as a lethal component of military intelligence and a paramilitary role not intended for the agency.  
Neither institution nor the State or Federal Justice Department appear to be functional since the death of Justice Ginsburg.

In many ways, Justice Ginsburg in case 17-1091 and 17-647 in the 586th and 588th session of the Supreme Court put her 
finger on the very degree and scope of abuse, themed Forfeiture and discretion to bar Federal protection of Federal rights by
the many States and regional circuit Federal Courts, in concert with Fed Reg Vol 81 No 244 citing the outcomes in child and
human trafficking sufficient to assert a firm policy of the United States against contracted agents in each State acting behind
State "Sovereign Immunity" as a legal adversary and "collection agency" only to disabled and injured parents in violent and 
hostile separations, checking the abuse of the court to empower accusers and communities with ability to disrupt normal 
parent-child bonding and male role model access to millions of children.

In representing that value of masculine character, Donald John Trump touched the "third rail" of politics through which 
billions of fraudulent Dollars were increasingly directed, and encountered a hostile industry which most Americans not 
drawn into the courts and social services or counter-terrorism and geopolitical business dare not imagine is real.

The effort to discredit that and dismiss victims is a rape of the victims by the UNITED STATES, and a treason against the 
People, for which the court cannot adequately answer or restore the civil honors destroyed by such malice and spoliation, 
but are obligated to execute as the House Rule 24 suggest is the duty of Donald John Trump, in 18 USC 2071 against the 
117th Congress of the United States for its claims and intimidation to conceal 1000 pages of affidavits and other tests which 
require "DISCOVERY PHASE" of a full trial, denied by the courts on technical issues not consistent with 588 US ____ 
(2019) case no 17-647, and so void in each ruling a further offense of "obstruction" due the hearing January 6 2021.
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CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS ALLEGED AGAINST THE 117th CONGRESS

Whereby, the powers so defined in 50 USC section 4303 are solely those of the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES; not congress and neither party during time of peace or in use against UNITED STATES CITIZENS or 
during peace any other party not an ally of a foreign enemy so defined "at war".

Whereby, the act of the prior injustice is "levying war" against a class of Americans, both UNITED STATES 
CITIZENS and unregistered persons, to impose a policy declaration as a compos mentis "religious test".

Whereby, it appears the injury described in 18 USC 241 and by overt act witnessed by two or more persons in 18 
USC 2071 is performed by the 117th Congress of the United States, and sustained in writing a false bill of attainder 
without trial to abuse the process of impeachment not afforded their authority to try and convict Donald John 
Trump; and such abuse to suggest an "imminent danger to the national security" by his character for dialect and 
characteristics wholly attributed to his sex and gender, from which some members of the Congress take offense to 
construe a cause at-law barred by Oklahoma Constitution Article II section II-36A in removal from employment not 
a right of the 117th Congress on such grounds;

Therefore, be it so resolved, that the acts and prior aggravated injury in false record and report and pattern of abuse
and premeditated wrongful and illegal retaliation to strip the civil honors of Donald John Trump and other men like 
him from public commerce, Intrastate Commerce, Interstate Commerce, and travel to reside in the member states or
outside the borders of the United States as in the case of James Allen from 2001-2021 detention on no trial; trial ex 
parte; secret trial without cross examination; and public incitement of economic injury themed 'violence' by Federal 
Code, obligate all officers and members of the franchise of the UNITED STATES or other body of the nation United 
States and its allies, member states, and the People to acknowledge the act as undeclared 'levying of war' so 
described in the International Law and U.S. Treaty "The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 
Crime of Genocide".

Where such acts create illegal conditions of employment, such as the $9 billion "Uber" franchise by Softbank and 
Tencent (co-contributors), forced labor at reduced rates due false claims predicated on hostage taking, Title IV 
embezzlement, child and human trafficking, and criminal intimidation to coerce the use of public office and demand 
statements be issued conditioned the threat of interference with that office, both in the case of James Arnold Allen 
and Donald John Trump, in pattern and Interstate racketeering hosted on GOOGLE INC. and FACEBOOK INC. 
business networks and services, visible and made for use in injury through worldwide direction to such sedition; the 
levying of war not acknowledged by the 117th Congress of the United States is evident in accessory and complicity, as
well as in overt acts exposing a criminal mens rea by repeated oral repetition of false causes at-law and votes to a 
criminal bill of attainder, which has no legal validity or place in public government or law of the United States.

The use of these tactics, taken to these "religious test" extremes in RUISM, are a clear and present danger to the 
national security of the United States; and not entitled protection due to their incorporation into the agent of that 
public trust as a government body, UNITED STATES.

Persons defending themselves by overt actions, civil disobedience, public acts of property damage to attempt to 
discourage a much larger and more capable "predatory foreign agent acting under color of law" should not be held 
blameless for serious injury or death resulting from their direct acts on other persons such as battery or bombing or 
fire or chemical warfare in active weapons use.  However, those persons in association should not be held liable for 
their good faith participation in assembly, escort of older persons, aid given to police and law enforcement and other 
persons injured to protect and reduce bodily harm; or the mere presumption of criminal intent on appearance in a 
fluid situation that suggest potential violence be done and an obligation to respond and resist which is "hue and cry".
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By flagrant disregard for the mission of the Congress of the United States, and of a government body or Justice of the Peace
and human being, express in the willingness to assert political office and power to intimidate victims of genocide and family
kidnapping on no legal cause or concealment due excessive fines paired with "cruel and unusual punishment" - the 117th 
Congress does confess and prove its incompetence to stand the office of the public trust in "operation of law" so removing 
them from the authority of the United States as the government without further duty or burden upon the People.

Their actions as the Legislative Branch make acceptance of the Executive Branch of their choosing impossible for the 
American People, and an incapacity for competent officers to admit to the authority of the United States.

When the assertion of enumerated rights becomes to the government indistinguishable from violence by the governed or 
foreign agitators operating in the open in false uniform, that government has fallen no matter its sustained meeting or claim.

Its victims are entitled to the right to "disengage" from that nation and political body, free of any debt prior alleged or 
asserted, and the bondage sustained otherwise in any way is the duration of such criminal offense (21 O.S. 21-748, debt 
bondage) from which all effort to criminalize or dehumanize or disbar their convictions and beliefs are another form of bond
imposed on their person.  Prior 2001, the optical Internet and collapse of Northern Telecom (80,000 employees - $7 billion 
USD) making way for NTT expansion in mainland China, many of us had never experienced overt racism to the extent it 
existed in China, Japan, and South America.  Internet businesses thrived by enabling this with 'social media', appealing to 
that context and value system to favor the owners of the infrastructure expansion projects and application layer for this new 
industry.  This was transparent to most people, but began to express itself in Dallas (Texas), New York (New York State), 
Ann Arbor (Michigan), and San Jose (California) - where these groups interfaced with and organized violence against 
persons in 2001-2012.  Where such groups, which we now recognize as ANTIFA, then pursued targets in violent activity in 
Ada (Oklahoma), Norman (Oklahoma), Oklahoma City (Oklahoma), Tulsa (Oklahoma), Little Rock (Arkansas) and 
organized across multiple states under false names to do so, in a pattern of criminal human trafficking escalating with each 
election, has been evident and the primary cause for our founding as a UNITED STATES CORPORATION in 2009 in the 
State of Oklahoma, citing threats to murder our principals from elements based in Dallas (Texas) and supported by Ann 
Arbor (Michigan).  These places became later known to Americans as policies changed - violence increased - and riots 
exposed the manpower of the organizations established and financed there similar to PRC activity in Houston (Texas).

The refusal to allow "disengagement" and the taking of hostages for commercial advantage define these criminal 
enterprises, which no longer rely on legal association to carry out sabotage, terrorism, fraud, identity theft, and organized 
computer crimes from the security of well known corporations and through legal compartmentalization of subcontractor 
relationships like that of ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES and TEK SYSTEMS, two firms in letters to attorney Mary 
Rounds of Tulsa (Oklahoma) during the 2001-2020 concealment of a child.  Attorneys, lacking the support of law 
enforcement against State judges and abuse of power and foreign financial aid to assist in this abuse, pursued a strategy of 
appeasement whereby all rights were abandoned for protection and reduced social and economic protection of clients; 
contrary the State and Federal Law - and entrapping them through Interstate Title IV programs and grants.  Notice to the 
Directors of these agencies, even with witnesses, were refused all legal report - to sustain child kidnapping and child abuse. 

This is because the UNITED STATES has presumed its immunity from such abuse is established at law, and its agents 
freedom to engage in piracy of children, property, and complete asset forfeiture was ignored to the extent that 9-0 rule of the
Supreme Court was insufficient to discourage them in sustained activity in 2018-2020, after Federal Register Vol 81 No 
244.  Such contempt, by incorporated states, sustains the real and present danger which the 117th Congress refused to see in 
criminal incompetence of abuse of office, to the degree incensed Americans literally kicked down the door of the Speaker of
the House and left her a note.  This is not glorification of that act, for it is criminal under any other circumstance.  But it is a 
symptom of a crime the 117th Congress has refused to see.

By denying "disengagement" and reinstalling debt-bondage and forced labor for medical care, styling all persons who will 
not work under threat criminals or mentally ill; the states have incited a rebellion and shifted that rebellion onto the People.
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Ignorance of the law is no excuse.  Ignorance of the injury or duty to afford remedy a duty of the 117th Congress and the 
Judicial Branch, and when failing there in all resort in the appeal to the Executive Branch for representation that the 
Congress of the United States refuse to undertake for lack of competitive incentives and financial benefit; make present and 
evident a failed government lacking the legal and moral authority to call upon the people to obey their least authority.

This is abuse by design to instigate such disruption of the United States by the PRC, NATION OF JAPAN, and their 
representative industrial agents activity; for which a junior intelligence officer or military commissioned officer should be 
able to discern and conclude in broad pattern of provocation.  Firstly against private citizens, who are soft targets, and 
through their family and reputation which is their instrument to do business.  Secondly in the suggested right to make law 
without the consent and security of those same persons to Congress and the Military, and further suggestion that courts of 
law shall be immune to a swift and free examination of the performance of the duties of their office and outcomes.  

THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION is not capable of meeting this requirement, nor are 
local law enforcement able to act or coordinate on this level versus Inter-County and Interstate crime any more than they 
once did against gang activity and serial killings in the prior Century.  

The speed and scope of abuse is such that a second $7 Billion Agency formulated by Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States should be commissioned solely to apply Federal Law and protections and regulatory enforcement to State 
government and courts, employees, and Federal courts and employees; as to check the abuse by the Judicial Branch of such 
frauds and bring certain and immediate relief to those affected by State or Federal corruption and violations of the 
Constitution of the many States and Constitution of the United States jointly, as is Supreme Law.

The use of the military to counter those aggrieved parties is criminal and compounds the prior abuse of law instigating the 
rebellion and insurrection activity wrongly construed as an "attack upon the government", and affords the neutrality to 
investigate claims of improper juris and serious injury which 588 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-647 ultimately asserted is a 
right of all UNITED STATES CITIZENS, regardless of whether their Federal rights are injured in State courts or they are 
subject of the same; or where their injury is that by a UNITED STATES employee, through the subcontracting of programs 
like TITLE IV and interstate communication which precludes speedy and cost-effective legal relief to stop false records use 
in graft similar to the $500 billion false claim activity of TITLE IV programs in the member states.

Where the 117th Congress most seriously failed to perform its duty was in the recognition that the fear that they experienced
July 6 2021 was the fear that every UNITED STATES CITIZEN is facing with ANTIFA and radicalized foreign-owned 
media firms systematically commercially prey upon them with relative impunity to target and destroy the livelihood and 
dignity of any person who resists.  By falsely portraying the 'mob' image upon those persons who came to exercise their 
right to remonstrance by interchanging those persons who did physical harm or failed to stop "Gallows being built" after 
disclaiming the same duty in UNITED STATES and state law enforcement to come to the aid of persons; is mentally 
unsound and morally bankrupt, to the degree a serious concern for the 117th Congress exists based on their statements that 
suggest the attack rendered them non-compos-mentis if taken at their word on the House and Senate floor since that day.

Statements by Speaker Nancy Pelosi suggest that she perceives "Donald John Trump" being the person who broke into her 
office and instilled fear in her staff, rather than a man already under arrest at this time and photographed at her desk.  Other 
Congresspersons have made similar remarks, which echo mental health expressions at a rape-survivor group session, to 
suggest other underlying trauma or "altered state" for which they should not continue to stand the office of the public trust 
in their sudden and explicit "Bill of Attainder" so submitted in HR 24.

These are not normal statements and show an "altered mental state" that would require drug or psychological evaluation to 
verify the subjective versus objective reality now being paraded like a dumpster fire on the debate of Impeachment and the 
petition for use of the 25th Amendment in retaliation to remove Donald John Trump.
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While we, the People, are considerate that you, the 117th Congress, suffered a substantial trauma on the Capitol June 6 
2021; it is not acceptable that perform your duties on the floor of the House or Senate while expressing clear conversion 
disorder speech and projecting your insecurity and incapacity to be firstly qualified for the office of the UNITED STATES 
through a bill of attainder or other articles styled "impeachment" of Donald John Trump.  

If necessary, the removal of all officers both of the 117th Congress and the executive branch and Judicial Branch, who by 
failure to act in your stead at this time contributed to this abuse of power in abandonment of their duty wholly; is a legal 
right in petition of the American People.

To whom we place such petition or circulate such articles is in question, but it is not the prerogative of the 117th Congress 
of the United States or UNITED STATES to refuse to the public such services and tools as are necessary to make such 
communication without further abandoning your office and taking the UNITED STATES as a legal organization beyond the 
authority of the public trust of the United States wholly.

This would benefit the People's Republic of China and Nation of Japan, as well as other enemies of the country and 
American People tremendously, and so you are both ordered and compelled to stop.  Even from an inferior officer of the 
Public Trust of the United States, this is your obligation and duty.  If you fail to do so, the duty of every officer of competent
jurisdiction is to wrap themselves in the Law of the United States per 18 USC 2383 and 2384, and resist you.

Our oath and duty to the Constitution of the United States precludes your authority as the 117th Congress or a government 
organization or branch from having the power to disregard the bylaws and duties of office; which you seem incapable of 
placing in perspective.

For those of us who trained to serve in the United States Armed Forces, the premise of losing several or the majority of 
American cities to foreign or domestic attack without affording such tremendous losses to cloud our judgment or distract us 
from the duty of our office and obligation to the People as a guarantee of a "Republican form of Government", is not subject
such incapacity.  Nor is it surprising that a crowd, walking to your event, upon hearing your claims - grew incensed and 
irate.  Nor is it unlikely that enemy agents were not present to entice such crowd to act incorrectly, even among your own 
security personnel as video shows occurred; and the staging of weapons granted the suggested terrorist act promised on that 
day by Iran practically guaranteed a major crisis.  Radio transmission of a bomb threat were even reported prior to the event 
over air traffic channels.  If you or any member of Congress were unaware that meeting under such circumstances entailed 
risk to yourself or your staff; it is pure incompetence in office.

Having said that, it is a miracle and a testament that so few people died.  Both sides expressed substantial restraint that your 
actions will likely not afford in the future - sadly chilling the ordinary trust of the public to both assemble in protest as well 
as participate in commerce with a class of merchants and industries which are vital to the American society and culture.

By refusing to recognize the people who, upon ascertaining a felony was imminent and the lives of the Congress in possible 
danger, did enter and conduct themselves in a civil manner - the 117th Congress sends a clear message that anyone who 
attempts to aid or assist them will be fired upon in future events.  While this is a form of security that victims of ANTIFA 
have been actively compelled to engage in over years of violence, it does not afford protection of the most important assets 
a person has, and ultimately removes from public life that person over time - a tactic ANTIFA is happy to sustain.

The purpose of such operations is to coerce you to alienate the elements that may be your natural ally permanently, while 
creating a false sense of security conditional to your performance in the collective actions driven by foreign interest.  By 
suggesting broadly "everyone was out to murder you" at the riot, you are actually alienating about 90% of the community 
who were still confident in your reasoning to appeal to you by visible and public civil protest - but now "fear you and your 
government in all regards due to your total invalidation of the moral position of their claims".  In short, you come off as a 
person telling a rape victim they imagined it, and that never sell well when they don't go away.
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No lack of empathy has ever disbarred a Congressperson.  A lack of common sense and incapacity to understand the 
immense responsibilities of your office, to the point of abuse, has never been more evident than the 117th Congress.

Evident in HR 24 is the gross incompetence of the purpose of the 117th Congress, to hold a certification which consists of 
more than "to count the votes of the Electoral College", and expresses a gross mental health defect to assert as legislation 
the formal claim of the UNITED STATES to write "President Trump repeatedly issued false statements".  The very act in 
legislation betrays a juvenile understanding of the duty of the office of the public trust which would not pass ordinary after-
action military report standards and practices.

Based on the division in this statement and votes then held, it is evident the entire Democratic National Party has no 
capacity to stand the office of Congress or submit future legislation without incorporator review and approval; as it is not 
the place or the power of the House or the Senate to decide without review of evidence then made submission to their 
custody over 1000 pages in affidavit, such statement and all making them were "False statements" on referral of a flawed 
understanding of law or right to proceed with trial.  The courts of the United States do not exist to perform the duty of 
review made evidence submitted to the custody of the Congress, per 18 USC 2071.

Because of the uniformity of this act, it cannot be error on the part of a single Congressperson, and so appears a "Conspiracy
Against Rights" (18 USC 241) to our office and employees, citing your failure to perform review and evidence of violence 
prior employed on the same grounds now under legal case held in violation of 18 USC 3161.

Your regard for unions including the American Bar Association and State Bar Associations do not seem to afford you the 
judgment or position of office to perform the minimum duties of the Congress of the United States, in such confessed 
abandon of your duty and as such; per 18 USC 2071, such duty shall be removed permanently from all members.

This context does not presume to suggest what legal manner or action would be required to see to this, or any role or part in 
such action.  To the contrary, it is the discreet logic of the immediate transaction you are engaged in made notice by a junior 
officer under the USMCJ guideline citing your attack on the President of the United States to disable his office wrongly.

Like any junior officer of the United States Armed Services, the duty to refuse an illegal order regardless of the office of its 
authority is superior to the authority of that office at all times.  

By your conduct thus far, I and other officers expect little benefit for our candor, and to be hung by the neck until dead by 
your administration similar to Dietrich Bonhoeffer April 9th 1945.  This is the tone you have taken with us, and the tone we 
expect the American People also perceive in your performance and cowardice before the threat of a few thousand people.  
Your effort to "sing louder" as we go by in boxcars has left no confidence in your administration.

I and many other Americans have literally "lost children" and very close family members to your incompetence and 
arrogance in support of this foreign-sovereign threat and suspension of ordinary right to due process.  The claimant in an 
injury (the 117th Congress of the United States) cannot be the jury of the accused as well, as you have framed in your 
complaint, and such action is so utterly contrary the rule of law that citing the cases in the 4th and 5th Circuit prohibiting 
this would seem a waste of time.  For those of us who have literally "lived in fear for 20 years of terrorism" in this nation, 
you suffered only a few hours of what we have literally endured waiting to see our children again, and find it offensive.

We therefore elect to adopt the 50 USC section 4303 rule and policies applied by the UNITED STATES to such parties who 
levy war against our people, promote genocide, and sustain such genocide by fraud in media and abuse of digital 
International communication services and broadcasting, to sustain what the 116th and 117th Congress of the United States 
has failed to perform in its duties in 47 USC section 230.  As the 117th Congress has disclaimed our right to 42 USC section
1981 equal protection and enforcement of 47 USC section 230(e), in all cases provided there, we are entitled to enjoin the 
member states participating in this fraud and any corporations therein from use of our technologies, services, and networks.
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It is our opinion as a UNITED STATES CORPORATION that the 117th Congress and its prior session and officers 
responsible to its component minimum duties have failed in their formation of a government in 2021.

We will continue with the prior mandate of the United States in 47 USC section 230 (b)

(b) Policy
It is the policy of the United States—

(1) to promote the continued development of the Internet and other interactive computer services and 
other interactive media;

(2) to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other 
interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation;

(3) to encourage the development of technologies which maximize user control over what information is 
received by individuals, families, and schools who use the Internet and other interactive computer 
services;

(4) to remove disincentives for the development and utilization of blocking and filtering technologies that 
empower parents to restrict their children’s access to objectionable or inappropriate online material; and

(5) to ensure vigorous enforcement of Federal criminal laws to deter and punish trafficking in obscenity, 
stalking, and harassment by means of computer.

We are authorized in this action per the (b)(2) release made policy of the United States, not specified a limited power of this 
rule alone; and with respect to Oklahoma Trade Secrets rulings barring obligation to disclose to the UNITED STATES our 
active discoveries while the government is compromised and under authority of any of your members, per section (b)(3); 
and citing criminal activity aided and authorized on false cause by the 117th Congress of the United States in violation of 
(b)(4); and to overcome the wanton and malicious obstruction of the 117th Congress to interfere with section (b)(5) by 
destruction of large groups of persons right to associate and communicate through endorsement of genocide activity January
6 2021 to January 13th 2021 and thereafter anticipated, which follow in a pogrom against Donald John Trump and his peers.

We feel that our technology is not safe in the custody of the 117th Congress of the United States or their peers and 
supporters in the Judicial and Executive Branch of the UNITED STATES, a government organization; despite the policy of 
the United States in section (b)(1) of 47 USC section 230.

I was present when the law was drafted, as an Intel Internet Service Provider and later Cisco Channel Partner; and I assert 
you have both misused and abuse the authority, meaning, language, and minimum rules of the law to overthrow the 
legitimate government of the United States, promote human trafficking, and sustain destruction of bonds between American 
parents and children taken at the young and tender age of 74 days without remedy and in perfidy contrary all ordinary law.

I have watched my family die slowly, some in terrible agony and confusion a product of illness which made the urgency to 
recover the child taken during INTERSTATE TRANSPORT by THREAT OF MURDER for PERPETUAL 
CONCEALMENT under color of law sustained from 2001-2021; far more than died at the Capitol in January 2021.  I 
therefore humbly remind you that this conduct and posturing to martyr persons whose families have requested you 
specifically NOT POLITICIZE their child's death is both criminal and unconscionable.  The use of the dead against their 
will to carry out a public policy or agenda is illegal in Oklahoma, and an offense to all people of a civilized state.
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The conduct you have undertaken as the 117th Congress is therefore so utterly repugnant to the Constitution of the United 
States and the Constitution and laws of the State of Oklahoma, that 50 USC section 4302 appears ordinary necessary 
language against such a rogue government body and it agency.

You and your employees may therefore expect 50 USC section 4303 restrictions be justified and in place against you and 
your personnel indefinitely and perpetually, as was suggested penalty to suspend the civil honors and impose a civil death 
on Donald John Trump and other American officers such as myself, my father, his two brothers, and my grandparents who 
served as Military Police and Merchant Marines against the last regime who engaged in such policies.

After supporters of your policies beat our company mascot in August to the point she lost an eye, and destroyed our United 
States Postal Service drop box with a vehicle in November - uprooting a steel pole buried two feet in the ground without 
slowing down - your property damage seems mild.  Your supporters have been threatening to burn down our office again 
since 2013, after destroying a building in Dallas County, State of Texas in 2002 during trial, and assaulting me in ambush 
with a handgun to take me from my motor vehicle and hold me in the street while threatening to kill me over and over 
before attempting to knock out my teeth with the weapon.  I am therefore familiar with your concerns over violence, but 
cannot in good conscious believe I would abandon my duty as you have even after 19 years of your contracted agents 
harassing and threatening me with false arrest for reporting this in the taking of my child by force a year prior.

The scar on my face resembles a red crescent of the barrel driven into my upper mandible just above my teeth, a daily 
reminder that your policies have violently denied my child all communication with his family and military veterans in this 
family on no evidence whatsoever afforded to the Oklahoma parent in this concealment.  The parallel of your claims in 
contrast to 300 pages of extortion letters make such claims made in writing about a lack of evidence seem criminal,  
especially demands that the President comply with demands to give up power or be abused, contrary 18 USC 2261A.

As you daily encourage your supporters to deny "evidence" submitted to your custody over 1000 pages, remember each act 
is violence predicated on 18 USC 2071 felony violation at every utterance.  Actions by your supports to harass and disrupt 
our office on each day, and sustained with the same legal force against our workplaces and businesses almost daily due to 
your actions and false claims subsequent to refusing to release the data on the grounds of "proprietary software" used in a 
public contest.

Due to this abuse, we have already had to establish substantial infrastructure to deal with this form of abuse from 2001-
2020, including dedicated systems to monitoring the metric data of disruption and attempted penetration testing, 
surveillance, and threats of direct threat as recently as May 2020 direct messages after an attempted multi-vehicle break-in 
to our facilities, prior maiming our pet at the location in a subsequent incident in August 2020.  This preceded use of a 
vehicle to destroy Federal property on our lot in November 2020 predate all of the alleged election violence.  After that, 
Facebook took over disrupting our business during all major sales and including theft of data from a mobile device not 
uploaded to their website, to disable our business maliciously.  This has occurred again in January 2021, in ongoing abuse.

Granted such security concerns and repeated physical violence paired with organized competitor sabotage, we are entitled to
our full authority for rights in 50 USC section 4303, and consider the recent conduct of the 117th Congress incitement of 
that violence now and prior documented throughout 2020-2021 with law enforcement and supporting on-site security.

While the parties responsible for the threats are employed by NPR stations engaged in this fraud and identity theft, and one 
was indicted for threat of murder in 2018 in Enid Oklahoma, other parties remain at large and active while we are observing
over 24,000 false requests per hour in an industrial activity against two endpoints of seven listening sites; and such activity 
sustained over 24 months to interfere with our ordinary business.  Their letters and publications both seek to recruit in this 
activity contrary a court order for possession of a child, and to direct violence against Oklahoma residents across State lines.
This activity was sustained during the administration of Greg Abbott, Ken Paxton, and false warrants issued in this cause to 
show fraud sustaining this activity during the 2001-2020 concealment.
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This so disclaims the position that this is a Democrat or Republican issue, and instead a State and Federal matter of child 
taking and extortion, which the 117th Congress of the United States actions now appear to support and endorse by false 
allegations of a trial by administrative vote disbarring the 1000 pages of evidence in their custody as "not a legal thing" to 
suit the desired outcome and narrative of the Democratic National Party.

Relief was made possible only by Federal Register Vol 81 No 244, and the support of Donald John Trump against human 
trafficking, to overcome this fraud.  Such relief was refused in April 2020 in COVID relief interception, then violating 15 
USC section 1673(c) and voiding the order made to restore 76 O.S. 76-8 rights not honored by STATE OF TEXAS in taking
of a child without regard to residence of the child in the house of the Oklahoma parent and under sole financial support of 
the Oklahoma parent for 11 months prior abduction, which occurred at 74 days of after natural child birth, and was paid 
100% out-of-pocket by the Oklahoma parent, a resident of the State of Oklahoma and through such accounts there 
registered.  Removal occurred in alleged "Abandonment" by seizure of the Nissan Maxima owned by the Oklahoma Parent, 
while such parent was a passenger, and against the will of the parent so reported as kidnapping on threat of murder of a 
child then in the vehicle.  Return and access to the child and right to stay with the child was refused by the abducting parties
who later sword under oath this removal and later threat of false felony with injury and murder was "abandonment".

These matters, sworn under oath, and witnessed by an independent INFRAGARD member who signed an affidavit of the 
events so described and attempted murder injuries to to the child's father in that instance - then present so filed in case, have 
not been relieved by complaint while the child was a minor and all communication with the child to sustain the fraud 
sustained by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA despite this filing in 2018 November and formal filing for 
relief in 2016 at a cost of over $4000 USD.

The actions of the 117th Congress of the United States appear to be complicity with Genocide, in light of this abuse, and to 
discredit victims of human trafficking a material fact before a court of record, refused 18 USC 3161 trial on counter-claim 
of 21 O.S. 21-748.2 and 23 O.S. 23-9.1 afforded Oklahoma Statutory law.

The matter is therefore not a grievance issue, but a pattern of conduct suggesting a similar conspiracy against rights, which 
the following full regulations of the United States, themed Laws of the United States, in 18 USC § 2071, 2383 and 2384.
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While 50 USC § 4303 may not be directly applicable without direction to the previous relationships and ongoing protracted 
and technically legal state of war now only an Armistice, in which China is an ally of North Korea and the United States an 
ally in fact of South Korea.  In such context, until legal peace is made, section 50 USC § 4302 makes this matter relevant.

Tyrants have said what you did to Americans once before:

"Many of our subjects, misled by a desperate conspiracy of dangerous and ill designing men, have forgotten the 
allegiance which they owe the power that has protected and supported them, and have declared rebellion; and 
traitorously levied war against Us.  

It is the better part of wisdom to put a speedy end so such disorder.  

We have thought fit to issue our Royal Proclamation.  That all our Royal officers both civil and military are 
obliged to suppress such rebellion and bring the traitors to justice.  

But when the unhappy and delude multitude against which force shall be directed, I shall be ready to receive them
with tenderness and mercy.  For those who persist in their treason, the punishment shall be death by hanging."  

 King George III - - Given in Parliament this 26th Day of October in the Year 1775

Where the 117th Congress of the United States persists in this conduct, contrary the 'Laws of the United States', and to 
impose "wartime powers" against its dissenting opponents in civil discourse without order of the President of the United 
States, by broad and sweeping character abuse to support a false bill of attainder, we officers of the UNITED STATES are 
obligated to speak against such actions and oppose it with all legal power.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore takes the formal position that Article I section 9 of the 
Constitution of the United States requires "No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed."

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED disclaims the HOUSE RULE 24 of the 117th Congress as a "Bill of 
Attainder" not permitted legislation as an impeachment, making the victims of an act of violence the judge and jury of the 
accused, under all circumstances, on civil procedure and nature of claims which contain "magical thinking" as an indictment
now formally passed by the 117th Congress January 14th 2021.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED has cited contrary Article I section 10 of the Constitution of the United 
States, have the member states wrongly violated the law, to "enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or 
with a foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay."  

This is evident in their fraud contrary 31 USC section 3729(a) violations and "UNIFORM INTERSTATE FAMILY 
SUPPORT ACT" whereby TEXAS FAMILY CODE 157.008 and 157.261 are maintained as if legal and standing law 
contrary Federal Register Vol 81 No 244; so made to defraud a bond not permitted at law in 01-17702-R and similar case 
law refused due process from 2001-2020 contrary default of the petitioner and concealment of a child, to embezzle from the 
Treasury of the United States and COVID RELIEF and all benefits promised by Joe Biden in 2020-2024 term of office 
payable to persons affected by the interference in Interstate Commerce and false claims against such dissenting parties; 
estimated to be $500 Billion USD in fraud from 2001-2020 per year, in total $10 Trillion USD in National Debt.

Estimated taking of $30 Billion USD by STATE OF OKLAHOMA and $14.4 Billion USD by STATE OF TEXAS in the 
prior case, a subsantial theft of United States benefits, falsely made, supporting and aiding persons employed by or family 
members of corporations including Raytheon, SolwarWinds, Apple Inc., Alphabet Inc., NTT Group, and others.
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We, the officers of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, therefore conclude the disablement of the 
government of the United States in fiduciary fraud not afforded 42 USC § 666(a)(10) "automatic" rules and "factual 
income" not afforded "income average" or other standards alleged a minimum payment to coerce on false incarceration and 
threat of suspension of civil honors confessed in writing by STATE OF OKLAHOMA and STATE OF TEXAS, this 
harassment now adopted by the 117th Congress of the United States to suppress such dissent in human trafficking as a 
fiction aggravating the injury done already and first blood in fraud committed August 11 2001 by employees of VERIO 
INC., NTT AMERICA, NTT GROUP, and their subsidiaries COGENT COMMUNICATINS and NPR AFFILIATE 
"GEBHARDT BROADCASTING LLC" of Texas jointly with NPR employees in Enid Oklahoma and STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA in racketeering activity on concealment of a child ordered to POSSESSION of employees of RACCOON 
TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED.

We assert this fraud is a pattern in racketeering and used in extortion demands not dissimilar to those enjoined versus 
Donald John Trump by the 117th Congress of the United States on no credible evidence or basis in fact.

On these acts we assert their conduct constitutes a pattern of behavior by a sectarian group under foreign theory of law, and 
is null and void in all claims while denial of material evidence, injury, and Volksverhetzung activity is sustained by the 
members of such body.

All agencies and law enforcement who have failed to bring to the attention of the Congress and the respective bodies so 
notified, aiding by such action in the acquisitions and profit of this fraud, should be dismissed without retirement; and 
persons engaging in broad claims of to intimidate the supporters of criminal complaints against speaking or coming forward
be so removed and their agencies dissolved and recommissioned prohibiting employment of previous as per 18 USC 2071.

Those persons fraudulently engaged in claims of laches, to suggest a suspension of the Oklahoma Constitution Article II 
section II-6 right and 76 O.S. § 76-8 rights, are engaged in "sedition", "insurrection", and "rebellion" against the "Laws of 
the United States" per 18 USC § 2383 and 2384 - and 22 O.S. 22-31 rule of Oklahoma Statutory Law shall apply in all such 
cases against this "Terrorist Hoax" targeting businesses in the State of Oklahoma (21 O.S. § 21-891 and 21-2268) involving 
kidnapping of a newborn child prohibited in 18 USC § 1589 and 22 USC § 7102.

Persons choosing to disregard this notice may be treated as enemy combatants if engaging in communication or contact not 
covered by legal process and service of process of a formal and registered office.  Due to identity theft to defraud and 
instigate false claims in kidnapping of a child, verification of identity and registration is required.  Sales will be restricted to 
such registered parties and those receiving identification for strong authentication services designated by the firm.

A formal complaint has been filed with the Federal Trade Commission and with the United States Attorney General.

Present complaint of felony stalking is also filed, and all information themed harassment will be referred to the District 
Attorney in context to that case and criminal trespass with threat of sexual assault against our employees and their families.

All telephone calls to the firm and their partners are recorded, and this notice sufficient to satisfy the laws of the State of 
Oklahoma in regard to those prior violent activities of terrorism against a place of business and pattern of telephone calls 
themed harassing and to discern security of physical property and real estate after regular business hours and legal hours 
afforded contact in the United States not construed by law as harassment.

Law enforcement and other agencies seeking further information are free to inquire, provided proper identification and 
appointment.  RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED complies with all State and Federal Laws concerning our 
operation and business, networks, and products and services thereon permitted or performed.  Client information and 
product status, source code, development status, release dates, and vendor information are private and confidential data.
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Effort to utilize the civil and legal process by fraud to obtain shareholder identity, location, information, and to disrupt or 
harass employees, customers, shareholders, and vendors is documented in ongoing fraud and identity theft to sustain 
concealment of a child for the extortion of property and intellectual property protected by The Berne Convention, and may 
not be available without subpoena and closed court process.  No information regarding this activity is subject to disclosure, 
and considered a part of TRADE SECRET protections of the State of Oklahoma Statutory Law, Title 21.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED assumes no liability for inferred or incompetent conclusions, claims, 
statements, or taunts to coerce or compel release of confidential information, client information, employee information, or 
other TRADE SECRET or software or service information not made willingly public and to information themed for limited 
release and select public access with terms of services or restrictions.

Efforts to "disclaim" the right to "standing" in this form of industrial espionage are therefore documented a pattern of 
criminal racketeering in concert with taking for perpetual concealment and abuse of a minor child in 2001-2021, themed a 
disabled child subject 42 USC protection and rule further supporting criminal injury concealed during abduction.

Conduct by the 117th Congress in such matters and prior inquiry of similar baseless and fraudulent civil procedure by the 
116th Congress of the United States suggest similar or identical foreign sovereign provocation in both cases, and support 
our claim to exercise classified material handling and practices familiar with the United States Armed Forces due to eminent
and clearly identified foreign sovereign threat of larcenty, export, and false sale of our intellectual and real property.

In concert with physical terrorism and "ad hominem abuse" themed gaslighting behavior of a specific nature recently and 
consistently instigated by Democratic Socialist (Sectarian Ruist) media and the 117th Congress, we are therefore not at 
liberty to consider the present United States Congress or Department of Justice of the United States to be secure.  Law 
enforcement have assaulted our customers, stolen components from their equipment in their own private homes, caused 
over $300,000 USD  in medical injury to the arm of one client, and displaced our customers from their homes and medical 
services in 2017-2020 in retaliation prior trial and formal complaint of harassment.

We therefore direct you to regard the "Laws of the United States" attached (below) and such rules cited herein and the 
Constitution of the United States incorporation of the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma, prior to formal claims levied in
this cause or to suggest further inferred claims or character claims prohibited beyond strict Federal Civil Procedure Rule 9.

We would advice the 117th Congress of the United States to immediately cease and desist in their unlawful activities; and 
those persons seeking to aid in such fraud or their claims be aware of personal liability beyond the sole authority of the 
UNITED STATES or its incorporated states afforded to RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED.

Pursuant to Oklahoma Statutory Law, Title 76 Section 76-9:

§76-9.  Right to use force.
Any necessary force may be used to protect from wrongful injury the person or property of one's self, or of a wife, 
husband, child, parent or other relative, or member of one's family, or of a ward, servant, master or guest.
R.L. 1910, § 2958.

§76-10.  Renumbered as § 16-71.1 of Title 2 by Laws 2004, c. 368, § 67, eff. Nov. 1, 2004.

"Any necessary force may be used to protect from wrongful injury..." - these rights the common law in State of Oklahoma, 
so made also Statutory Law in 1907 pertaining the authorization of force, and force defined by Federal Law to include 
"legal force, all powers of a grand jury or martial law, and of any public office of the public trust or those reserved beyond 
that limited grant" in referral to the use of force and right to force suggested wrongly by the 117th Congress.
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RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore cautions the 117th Congress of the United States and Joe 
Biden against "wrongful injury" for which the previous 24 page assertion and remonstrance is legally protected (II-3) and 
no right to libel or other theory of limited speech afforded (II-22) under the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma.

Be ye so advised, we are entitled to "disengage" after such "harassment" in violation of law, and dissent with your claim 
of duty and responsibility and claims to damage and disparage a broad class of persons with no evidence of the scope of 
prior injury and obligation of remedy owed and obligated by the 117th Congress of the United States, to include the debt 
incurred by fraud of the states in 45 CFR 303.100(a)(8) rule, due immediately.

Any effort to intimidate or disclaim the debt and duty to return hostages or extort technology, labor, or service barred by 42 
USC § 1994 will be construed as an attack on the United States, regardless of the standing of the UNITED STATES, a 
government body, as its presumed agent in fact appointed by and limited and ultimately revocable on order of the 
incorporators, per XXIII-8 and XXIII-9 rule of the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma and perpetual incorporation (I-1).

Be so advised, per Oklahoma Constitution Article II section II-1, the right to alter such license and grant has no limitations 
in 1907 agreement with the Residents of the State of Oklahoma or Witherspoon estate and other incorporators, per II-1:

SECTION II-1
Political power - Purpose of government - Alteration or reformation.
All political power is inherent in the people; and government is instituted for their protection, security, and benefit,
and to promote their general welfare; and they have the right to alter or reform the same whenever the public good
may require it:  Provided, such change be not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.

This contract cannot be broken with those persons in the State of Oklahoma, nor is installed in the incorporated body of 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA, as it is reserved by the people expressly, and perpetual per I-1:

SECTION I-1
Supreme law of land.
The State of Oklahoma is an inseparable part of the Federal Union, and the Constitution of the United States is the
supreme law of the land.

Under these circumstances and should the UNITED STATES levy war against those persons, their families, or engage in 
terrorism and claims of declaratory truth a sectarian religious test not permitted the authority of the public office (I-2):

SECTION I-2
Religious liberty - Polygamous or plural marriages.
Perfect toleration of religious sentiment shall be secured, and no inhabitant of the State shall ever be molested in 
person or property on account of his or her mode of religious worship; and no religious test shall be required for 
the exercise of civil or political rights.  Polygamous or plural marriages are forever prohibited.

Whereby "no religious test shall be required for the exercise of civil or political rights" as is proposed by oath of loyalty 
made in allegation of "no evidence of fraud" solicited by the 117th Congress of the United States, that such persons and 
officers so engaged or associated with that assertion shall be rendered unfit and removed from office for concealment of this
legal fact, which is State of Oklahoma and Federal Union the Supreme Law.

Any action to suggest failure to agree with this claim will be construed as a breach of "Perfect toleration of religious 
sentiment" in demand of Ruism and Ruist values rejected as a foreign state religion of the PRC and CCP, and in 
concealment of this fact an 18 USC § 241 and 2071 wrongful injury subject 76 O.S. 76-9 rule.
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The "CrossBlades" of the company is a registered trademark, designed for fanciful trademark protection themed on ISBN 0-
8306-0233-X description of such rights in International trademark and copyright, and designed to minimize accidental 
duplication of mark or logo consistent with International Standards so described under The Berne Convention, a U.S. treaty.

The inhuman skill design featured in metallic chrome represents the right of human beings not recognized and registered as 
classical or normative to liberty and freedom of expression using the traditional "crossed bones" shape of corsaire flags 
utilizing knives of Pakistan manufacture incorporating first world war trench warfare full tang design, consistent with 
twentieth Century industrial warfare.  

The five cavities represent made by the pattern represent complex elements bound together by the human condition and 
uneven number of binding bolts visible in the left of the mandible establishes asymmetry that acknowledges the difference 
among people which is the greatest value of the human condition.  "Everyone is missing a few bolts, even the CrossBlades."

Combined these elements are symbolic of a collective and community culture of masculine warfighters from which the 
removal and abuse of children to domesticate and alienate in false cause represents a promise to sustain the commitment to 
those "Lost Boys" like the founder, whose mother was sixteen years of age when he was taken and sold into the United 
States, an 'informal adoption' made to renew the family against a history of genetic illness by adopting children at-birth in 
the State of Oklahoma and concealing such adoption from the children.  Parental alienation in this cause, after which the 
founder was made by subsequent marriage a part of the Witherspoon family, creates a claimant without biological parents 
incorporated then into a military family of elder parents in their forties at the time of adoption; and subsequent taking of a 
child to deny reproductive rights on false claims of genetic illness alleging cause to discredit claims of child snatching by 
fictitious suggestion of a blood relationship to the adoptive parents during their incapacity.

The kidnapping of the child in 2001 was to take advantage of such medical disability and serious illness, and such demands 
and abuse coercion to extort those persons during their illness and death in 2001-2005 and 2007-2009, and again in 2017-
2020, in a series of violent letters, physical assaults, property damage and home invasions (2).

As of 2016, the abducted child was still falsely and knowingly being told he had been abandoned by the concealing parents 
and STATE OF TEXAS, contrary demands for his return since abduction in 2001 and order to POSSESSION issued.

TITLE IV AGENTS in the STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKALHOMA refused to report this violation of the child's 
rights despite mental health treatment for illness caused by anxiety related to this fraud, so documented in medical records 
obtained in 2016, and sustained refusal to permit communication on location.  The concealing parent gave false address to 
the court in 2001 to conceal her abandonment of the home, and moved between DENTON COUNTY and DALLAS 
COUNTY without giving the court or Oklahoma parent any notice or information of her location or other welfare or means 
to locate the child.  Despite this, STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA Sustained demands for over $100,000 
USD in this fraud, refusing all communication and return of the child during periods of ORDERED POSSESSION to the 
Oklahoma Parent.  This condition sustained in 2021 despite ongoing commercial harassment documented in 2017-2021.

Use of the "CrossBlades" and other artwork, live theater performance, character art and photographic design for film and 
interactive media, and other commercial products of a registered business, to deceive the public and court without cross 
examination as to a fraud that the parent "believed he is a vampire" and other delusions, for which juvenile investigation or 
due process would have dismissed without knowing fraud to conceal and remain complicit in this abuse and violence, 
refusing to charge the publisher of threats of murder, arson, rape, and direct claims of false sale for over $80,000 USD of a 
property similar to $423 million properties based on work and content developed by the child's father.  Similar products 
valuation are over $2 billion USD.  All such threats follow a pattern of solicitation, demand for partnership without respect 
to repayment of creditors and equity owners of record, and extortion then using the child concealment and public network 
defamation to attempt deceit of the public, themed civil wrongdoing in 76 O.S. § 76-3 and 76-4.
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Use of false symbols, false identity, false uniform, fraud, and tactics to embezzle and defraud by the parties so themed 
ANTIFA affiliates and narcotics traffickers named in criminal complaint by the witnesses to these incidents.  

Suggestion by the 117th Congress of the United States that such tactics are not employed or used frequently and to a high 
degree of perfidy in this context, supports the themes of criminal injury and violence consistent with purposeful genocide in 
the aforementioned fraud and human trafficking with child taking on no legal cause or due process.

The 117th Congress of the United States, and all courts acting in concert to this presumption of "guilt by character" against 
sophisticated and computer-oriented abuse in commercial activity among these activities and organizations therefore is a 
"wrongful injury" to the property and family of the RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED employees, rights 
holders, and promotion of a previous serious form of violence themed "serious injury" per 18 USC § 1589.

Continued pattern of abuse in this cause exceeds complicity prior described as a war crime, to suggest direct planning, 
execution, and endorsement to direct incitement to commit genocide by the 117th Congress of the United States, so exposed
in the HR 24 themed on character and broad claims not a LEGAL FINDING afforded "Cross Examination" obligated by 
KELLY v KELLY (P100, 2007) and other cases (Malone v Malone, 1970).  Repeated resort to this theory of law, a Ruist 
secular taking and foreign claim supported by NATION OF JAPAN and PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, represent 
therefore a very serious predicated fraud for which wrongful injury is already duly established and confessed in written plan
to take hostages for commercial extortion preceding the Covid-19 Pandemic crisis.

In concert with supply chain mainpulation and interdiction of funding from 2001-2020, the pandemic demand and 
monopolies in ARM HOLDING and NVIDIA CORPORATION INC. use of PRC factories have disabled and diminished 
the business activity of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED in 2017-2020.  Combined with harassment by 
the State and Federal Court in this matter, including illegal taking in 04/15/2020 rendering such claim "null and void" per 15
USC § 1673(c), production capability of equipment and essential development tools of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED capable of releasing their products prior competitors like "CD PROJEKT".  

CD PROJEKT incorporated one or more registered tradenames of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED in the
game CYBERPUNK 2077, utilizing the same technology in RTX and prior work for Newtek LLC and NextLimit LLC done
by those firms licensing their product to RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED.  In concert with multiple 
unlicensed unauthorized use of the trademarks of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED provider firms in three
separate companies publications in 2016; further diluting the trademark as threatened in written scheme in 2009-2015.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED is therefore directly harmed by the interference with its presence and 
publication rights by FACEBOOK INC, TWITTER, GOOGLE INC. and other firms hosting defamatory information to 
disparage and obstruct the ORDER OF POSSESSION of the child taken in 2001 and concealed from 2001-2021.

The 117th Congress of the United States, in light of such taking and over public and criminal Interstate scheme in 
'conspiracy against rights', should be exceedingly careful in what claims its members make and allegations of legal theory 
used to support the intimidation and retaliation by mass deletion of social networks now evident in PARLER and other 
platforms which represented briefly the promised "market alternative and free market choice" then destroyed by GOOGLE.

The gravity of such decisions is nothing short of genocide and cultural extermination against the legal incorporator of the 
Witherspoon family in their time of medical crisis, and a formal assault on the living descendants of the authors and 
architects of United States legal system.  These rights are not predicated upon the surname or reputation of such party, 
despite the damage done to the United States by breaking the family line of a Founding Family, but in the overt and 
unlawful disregard of the law and protections obligated (15 USC § 1692n) and limits in taking (15 USC § 1673) cited in 
recent 45 CFR and Federal Register Vol 81 no 244, admitting such wrongful injury contrary the policy of the United States 
and conditioned the grants made to member states for such programs wrongly themed state agents, not Federal contractors.
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Regardless of the incapacity of the public to understand the gravity of these abuses, or the severity of their taking in excess 
of real income an "excessive fine" and "cruel and unusual punishment" resultant in mental and emotional injury and 
psychological torture of victims aggravated to multiple jurisdictions and in knowing interference in Interstate Commerce.

By refusing 18 USC Chapter 95 "The Hobbs Act" and Chapter 96 "Racketeering Interstate Corrupt Organizations" Act, for 
which these abuses were refused and concealed until the appearance of Donald John Trump in the Office of the President of 
the United States.

Attacks in this regard, then agitating these crimes, serve only to enjoin the UNITED STATES, as a government 
organization, to those abuses for which the United States has disclaimed and makes no authorization whatsoever to its 
lawful government to endorse or sustain.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore demands as is their lawful right that the 117th Congress of the 
United States cease this behavior or be by their public and formal acts enjoined to the full scope of such wrongful injury as a
resort to Article I and II rights of the people require their dissolution and removal with permanent ban from all office of the 
public trust provided at law in 18 USC § 2071.  This is a duty and obligation of the Congress of the United States, and not 
subject to discretion of the members or consent or agreement, a prior obligation so made for which their appointment is 
conditioned and subject limited authority, including the removal from office as a body for acts as a body violating the Law 
of the United States.

Ruism maintains that some honor, status, or higher office dictate authority to override these demands tendered by the 
incorporator(s) or the People, or to ignore such demand invoked without the consent of a government body or other party 
incorporated by consent of the UNITED STATES.  This is false.  Contempt of this duty to assert a religious value to 
'democracy' or 'the Capitol Building' or other structure or building monument, is a religious test not afforded legal standing 
and offensive to the nature of our Republic.  It is offensive to the United States, a nation guaranteed a Republican form of 
government, which is not and never shall be a legal claim of a "Democracy" or "Our Democracy" and such claims a false 
claim of sedition themed a foreign theory of law and value a virtue-signal, a solicitation for confirmation in religious 
affirmation, which the Laws of the United States do not tolerate or admit.   Use of these terms to deceive, defraud, and 
distract the People through mass communication are on face wrongful injury to the 'reputation' of the United States, and a 
crime where sustained in deference to the rights of the People and to their individual value - and such rights by definition in 
a Republic the central and sole property of merit for which material property or goods cannot be subordinated.

Therefore, what has been said by the 117th Congress is offensive, a foreign dialect spoken in the House Chamber, and alien 
to the Laws of the United States to suggest some offense of a high crime or battery out of cowardice, fear, and imagined 
harm carried by a few persons wrongly then applied against the general public by the 117th Congress as formal vote.

Where such abuse is subsequent to destruction of the UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE for a user three times in 
Oklahoma and once in State of Texas by use of fire and threat of fire (arson, of a building) to intimidate witnesses, these 
actions appear to represent a pattern of interference in communication normally subject attorney-client-privilege and 
reasonable-privacy, for which no protection or relief to those sharing such privileged communication to harm and extort is 
afforded, and in a pattern of malicious behavior by members of the 116th and 117th Congress against Donald John Trump 
similar to abuse in the kidnapping a child prior.   This pattern of abuse, in concert with serious wrongful injury and the 
court, communications, and interdiction of Interstate property and state communications, trade with foreign jurisdictions, 
and harassment to include theft and wrongful marking of mail parcels alleged by Donald John Trump and James Allen in 
similar periods of time to suggest UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE employees are participating in these incidents, 
damages the confidence in all Federal services and cannot be dismissed simply because the election dates have passed.  
United States Postal service abuse alleged in these cases appears substantial by direct witness testimony and containers, and 
support a collapse of the integrity of the United States communications service themed essential to trade and commerce.
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Whereby the 117th Congress of the United States has dismissed such concerns raised and made flagrant concealment of the 
matters cited by Donald John Trump and James Arnold Allen in similar fraud to serious wrongful injury, and instead in 
pattern of fraud sought to assign by a bill of attainder both bond and criminal liability for violence done as if a crime by the 
same parties for injury occurring in the absence of such officers as if no agency exist and no similar or extreme violent 
scenarios, deflecting from the doers of the actual act - one can only conclude that the minimum standard for competency of 
office has become too high for the candidates awarded office, and disbar the institution as a government body of record.

While these are separate cases, diverse in economic and legal scope, the common abuses and injuries are shared by both 
parties with serious impact regarding the long term security and threat of imminent loss of all 'civil honors' implied a 
consequence for dissent against the criminal racketeering of the Democratic National Party as a union so described in 
Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A, and such act a Constitutional Law and crime also defined.

Further, in repeated abuse of 43A O.S. 43A-5-104 and similar "allegations of medical defect to support disenfranchisement 
of high office and public right to trade and commerce" the attack on the INTERSTATE COMMERCE monopoly of the 
UNITED STATES and such similar rights in INTRASTATE COMMERCE in the incorporated states is clear and flagrant by
media outlets, illegal, and sustained in a pattern not possible to admit while ordinary business and communication retain any
minimal integrity.

The collapse of such integrity, affording movements sharing rumors and revolutionary incitement, is the fault of the 117th 
Congress of the United States for refusing to address the serious abuse by such corporations bias and harassment of persons,
failure to stop criminal fraud, and suggestion that injury to Republicans and persons not affiliated with the Democratic Party
movement or their anarchist elements and racially profile based movements engaged in violence has come full circle - 
exposing the Capitol Building to the same peril that James Allen and others have endured from 2001-2020.

While is it unlikely the 117th Congress of the United States will take heed of this demand, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED makes such notice public to terminate the fraudulent behavior and open insurrection, rebellion, and 
sedition perpetrated by the 117th Congress of the United States and their agents by lawful resistance, a duty of the firm and 
Constitutional Right (II-3, II-6, II-22) of the State of Oklahoma and the People.

What occurred at the Capitol Building was a sad day in the history of America, but it was not an offense against the United 
States whatsoever.  It was a dispute between the People, the UNITED STATES, and the participants physically there to 
whom the UNITED STATES has fraudulently, falsely, and maliciously cast its mental health issues upon haphazardly in 
broad scope to encompass 80 million innocent Americans who had no part in the specific acts against property or 
intimidation against life and performance of duty.

Many of our brave American warfighters endure threat to life and property every day.  They face perils far worse.  Any 
employee of the 117th Congress who cowered in the face of such threat should stand down and admit those brave men and 
women to their post if they are incapable of maintaining their composure and operating under threat of death or bodily 
harm.  All who applied for the post volunteered for that very duty and responsibility, and any who do not admit that in their 
conduct and decorum of the duties of the United States should resign from office.  For if they confess as has the 117th 
Congress of the United States upon the floor of the House or Senate such claims as to support the hostage taking and injury 
of our children and future generation in support of those same ideas outlined in HR 24, they surely are a party to wrongful 
injury to the People and the blame solely upon their own performance of their duties in incapacity of public office.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED does not condone violence or intimidation, nor the events resulting in 
property damage or injury or other battery or assault at the Capitol Building; and affirms all such conflict is pointless as 
resistance to abuse of office - having examined scenarios for warfighting the elimination of such elements of leadership 
would have no impact on the continuity of government of the United States and be replaced within minutes.  We therefore 
do not fear any injury to persons would injure the United States continuity as much as your conduct thus far has.
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The Pentagon has prepared scenarios for continuance of government in the removal of every officers of the Legislative, 
Judicial, and Executive Branch, and to their restoration and staffing in a material crisis such as war.  It is therefore absurd to 
suggest the attack on the Capitol Building was a threat to the actual United States as a nation or its government.  

To the contrary, such attack only exposes the durability of the Republic against such abuse, and the value of that nation 
which is greater than any officer or employee, as it rests in the protection of the individual and their rights at law.

Our confidence at RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED is shaken deeply by your conduct and words after 
such attack, as well as your clear mental and emotional trauma, unbecoming an officer of the United States of America.

The 117th Congress of the United States, by lashing out at its enemy in politics, shows no grasp of the fundamental duty of 
its office or position, and is petty in its abuse at a cost of $50,000 USD per second that you debate these matters.

While that is ongoing, people are dying, and you have politicized such abuse of office to restrain aid and deny equal 
protection as if the loss of industry and income is of no consequence or injury obligated compensation by the UNITED 
STATES, while penalizing persons who are losing their homes, businesses, and even their children.

We will therefore not admit the employees of the UNITED STATES, a government body, to the technology and tools, 
networks, and services of the networks and products until you correct your behavior, and prefer to operate in close 
coordination with nations that resist your abuse of office and of the People; contrary our deep desire to aid the nation which 
you have strongly opposed throughout the death of 350,000 Americans.  We believe we have a solution to prevent those 
deaths, but cannot share our findings due to the restrictions imposed by the 116th and 117th Congress of the United States.  
Should our research prove efficacy, those deaths will be the direct result of the censorship of the 117th Congress.

Policies you have created made sharing information concerning such research impossible, and forced us to work with other 
parties and in private, rather than communicate our information to the American People.

The research described can potentially treat cancer as well as other genetic disorders, but has been delayed by your effort to 
suppress medical information and qualify "true" and "false" claims based on your own medical procedures, setting back 
research 6-12 months in the United States.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore elects to sanction the UNITED STATES and all its employees 
from our secure network and services; citing a material threat to the lives and grave bodily harm that would result in 
admitting persons access based on UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP or use in the United States under your jurisdiction at 
the present time.  We will continue to develop this technology outside the United States, to ensure you do not damage it.

This is the impact of the conduct of the 117th Congress in January 6th 2021 to January 13th 2021.  We deeply fear that if 
you have done this much damage in seven days, what the rest of 2021 will become for the United States and its People.  
Your apparent "religion" (Ruism) is not a part of our culture, does not define "Who We Are" as you are so fond of chanting, 
and such claims are by their very nature invalidating of genuine diversity and independent cultural dignity which does not 
meet your egocentric nepotism and narcissistic blame shifting behavior of a collective 'socialist' ideal.  It is "magical 
thinking", and supporting only a widespread psychological deficiency which cannot respect boundary issues and other 
customs and requirements of Western culture, which you repeatedly style as 'white' privilege or other racist narrative.  This 
conduct, apparently an influence of radical PRC and sectarian eugenic themes in Eastern Europe and Asia, has no place in 
the conduct of the United States or its institutions, and is invalidating without redeemable virtue or legal standing.  If this 
cannot be set aside due to your religious (Ruist) adherence to these views and critical race theory presumption of benefits 
based on race, the authority of the 117th Congress and 46th Presidential Administration will be an incapable period whereby
Americans and the People are forced to elect their own government and carry on without you, in full "disengagement", 
terminating all business dealings with such radical religious conduct and "magical thinking" supporting your abusive tone.
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The officers of the District of Columbia and the 117th Congress of the United States are not the first to have shed blood in 
this cause, and your presumption that this was the first shot in a larger conflict for control over the United States is naive 
and disheartening to all who fell before you saw conflict.  Specifically, on August 11th 2001, this conflict became a personal
matter to the Witherspoon Family and RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED was formed in 2009 due to death 
threats and legal fraud to abuse the legal system to disable the POSSESSION RIGHT then refused to the parent of a child.

Your body is 20 years too late to the conflict, and despite your insecurity and show, this feeling of violation is what those 
victims of human trafficking have been enduring since 2001 at the hands of STATE OF TEXAS, the Bush Administration, 
the Clinton Administration, the Obama Administration, and were granted reprieve only in the final year of the Trump 
Administration due to the 116th Congress of the United States direct and malicious interference to sustain that crime.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED thereby owes neither the UNITED STATES or the 117th Congress of 
the United States any obligation after such torture and cruel and unusual punishment in violation of law.

The United States is owed its child, a hostage, returned without delay or obstruction.

Whatever grievance you have with Donald John Trump, is minor in contrast to that duty of the 117th Congress.

No effort to count the dead or tally the injured can be taken seriously while you hold hostages for 20 years in secret.

We, the officers of the UNITED STATES CORPORATION so formed to resist that fraud and abuse, instruct you to uphold 
your oath of office and set aside your personal concern to undertake the work of the United States as the 117th Congress of 
the United States, or else abandon that office in your evident incapacity in formal procedure as you demanded Donald John 
Trump do so for far less legal cause or claim.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore makes clear its demand of a lawful and immediate return to 
work, admitting the dead and injured a direct result of the arrogance and incompetent claims and sectarian taking acts 
uttered by the 117th Congress of the United States - inherited by prior offenses by the 116th Congress of the United States, 
for which the fallen American persons mismanaged by your staff, invited into the premise as a group, and then subsequently
labeled domestic terrorists due to certain highly effective but purely psychological forms of protected protest and speech, 
did cause in your staff and in some unstable members of the crowd or undercover provocateurs intent on criminal mischief, 
to undertake more serious criminal activity and theft which we might ordinarily agree is unacceptable.  

To those persons who organized breaching the barricades and whose direct actions harmed officers, and those engaged in 
physical violence in organized actions inside the building, we condemn and likewise do not admit to our secure networks 
for which the purpose is the exclusion and tracking of such genuine offenses as to limit the risk of all persons to peaceful 
and productive communication and civil procedure.

To a less sophisticated person, the excitement the 117th Congress of the United States repeatedly showed and 116th 
Congress of the United States sustained to rebuke essential aid conditioned projects for institutions and programs not related
the domestic crisis, the appearance that you are a foreign agent and puppet government is undeniable by conduct and 
selection of cabinet members by Mr. Biden thus far.  Should he proceed in those choices, his association appears to be a 
power hostile to the United States on face and to the American People a public enemy installed in office of the public trust.

These claims are not merely 'optics' and based on our experience with terrorism and domestic aid by specific firms in the 
2001-2021 period, for which we see tremendous alignment described in our Antitrust complaint now acting in a coordinated
manner sufficient to warrant an immediate Federal Investigation and Special Prosecutor and suspension of the transition of 
government due to national security threat.  This is the opinion of a Senior Software Engineer and Telecommunications 
Administrator with national enterprise experience and 30 years of practicum, professionally making notice of concern.
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RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED does not intend to call for such action through any specific medium, but 
defends the right of the People to speak to such concerns, an act of remonstrance, which the Biden government and 117th 
Congress of the United States are obligated to both hear formally and not suppress.

This claim, in response by the language of HR 24 by the 117th Congress, grants evidence of incompetence and incapacity to
govern by the parties elected, regardless of their States and election process, across the spectrum of the Democratic Party as 
a whole and in all activity a serious offense subject to censure of authority by "disengagement" from the INTERSTATE 
COMMERCE and INTRASTATE COMMERCE monopolies and fiat currency of the United States, a remedy of the People.

If the 117th Congress of the United States intends to combat this "disengagement" by coercion, that will be their final 
offense in the authority as the lawful government of the United States, having barred such right to do so in the 42 USC § 
1994 and related Constitutional Amendment.  Entailment of healthcare, retirement, savings, banking, and social services 
predicated on employment for the UNITED STATES or a member state under such duress is inconsistent with a Republic.

Should the 117th Congress of the United States seek to contest this "disengagement" and right to rebuke the commerce of 
the UNITED STATES, a government body - it will be doing so only as a civil complaint and not under any authority granted
or authorized by the United States to such act.  

The tools RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED and its partners are developing are geared to this 
"disengagement", made a necessity of fraud and abuse by the UNITED STATES for 20 years.  While we believed in 2019 
we may not need such tools, the pandemic and resultant abuse and subsequent purge by Democratic National Party 
members against other persons in sectarian taking and Ruism as a false form of medical practice, makes clear our 
preparation and development was necessary due to the incapacity of your religious order to accept or tolerate the public 
will.  We cannot accept your practices and lack of transparency, nor afford a fiat claim without trial of all evidence, and your
pursuit to injure and deflect from your role in these matters from 2001-2020 as a party in human trafficking and child abuse 
renders any further dialog with the DEMOCRATIC PARTY MEMBERS mute.

While this is a non-violent movement, we urge you not to interfere with this Oklahoma Constitution Article I, II and XXIII 
movement, its election to cease enabling the UNITED STATES after abuse themed a war crime without apology or evidence
of correction, and continued decline into sectarian taking and foreign law which is not afforded legal standing in the State of
Oklahoma or on any freehold in the Native American Tribal Land created by McGirt v STATE OF OKLAHOMA (2020).

The remarks of Ocasio-Cortez, in regard to report of child abduction, citing this was not a matter because the victim was not
her constituent, remain a hallmark in our effort to seek out and find common ground with the DEMOCRATIC PARTY prior 
to 2020, and affirm the abandonment of the duty of office that the 117th Congress of the United States ultimately disclaimed
in their emotional deification of the Capitol Building during the January 6 2021 altercation.  Regardless of how many times 
you have been stopped and your family and child detained, your vehicle assaulted, and your life threatened - one of our 
Directors actually carries a small ax since the incident in Dallas, Texas - where an angry mob attempted to kidnap our 
officer while incapacitated, forcing the Director to drive away citing direct threat to his life and two other passengers.

These incidents, occurring in many American cities since that one, are the same movement that the DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
MEMBERS of the 117th Congress of the United States have chosen, prior to the experience coming to the very door of the 
Capitol Building January 6 2021.  And where such incident resulted in a shooting with fatality,in close proximity to armed 
law enforcement directly behind the target, no one in that crowd shot back according to reports.  If the 117th Congress of 
the United States cannot tell the difference in behavior or cite injury to a staffer or other person not inflicted by "mask 
wearing" or lesser cause, then your were unharmed.  The same cannot be said of the People who were present and unable to 
receive the communication to withdraw.  That such request was made with compassion, not hate, is what the 117th Congress
of the United States seeks to impeach Donald John Trump for employing - calling people "special" and telling them they 
were "loved", and in such act, confess the absence of those sentiments wholly by the entire government body.
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RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED will not enable such an abusive government body, which styles itself as 
a parent offended by an irate constituent as if that member of the People is a minor child.  That conduct is "Rusism", and has
no legal place in government or at law.

Not while our staff have to put our cat to bed each night, hold her when she cries, and remind her she is safe after the 
physical abuse August 31 2020, which rendered her happy healthy brain permanently damaged and destroyed her ability to 
balance and stand, jump, and walk for two months.   Two months staff carried her to and from her bed and litter, cared for 
her, and even slept with her on the floor to comfort her every night.

No.  You cannot tell us ANITIFA is an idea, when we hold our wounded in our hands and pray for their lives every day for 
months on end.  You have no right to do that.  Not now.  And never in any future.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED will therefore not accept the 117th Congress of the United States claim 
contrary the Laws of the United Stated, and persist in its assertion that the claims therein HR 24 are contrary the Laws of the
United States on face.

If you feel we are not alone - please join us.  If we are alone - then - we will resist all the same.

Ruism would suggest that you are alone, incompetent, immature, a child, and belittle you as a person if you dissent.

The United States disclaims that in "inherent rights", and demands its government body perform or resign.

When our enemies are too cowardly to identify themselves, we must apply the protections already made.

All necessary force includes all powers below, and more.

These are the Laws of the United States.

A Republic of the People.
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Section 9: Powers Denied Congress

The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the States now existing shall think proper to 
admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but
a Tax or duty may be imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or 
Invasion the public Safety may require it.

No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.

No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration 
herein before directed to be taken.

No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported from any State.

No Preference shall be given by any Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to the Ports of one State over 
those of another: nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, one State, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay Duties in
another.

No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; and a 
regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall be published 
from time to time.

No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States: And no Person holding any Office of Profit or 
Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or
Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Section 10: Powers Denied to the States

No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; 
coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts; 
pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any 
Title of Nobility.

No State shall, without the Consent of the Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Exports, 
except what may be absolutely necessary for executing it's inspection Laws: and the net Produce of all 
Duties and Imposts, laid by any State on Imports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the 
United States; and all such Laws shall be subject to the Revision and Controul of the Congress.

No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of War in
time of Peace, enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power, or 
engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.
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TITLE 47 SECTION 230 - Protection for private blocking and screening of offensive material

(a) Findings

The Congress finds the following:

(1)The rapidly developing array of Internet and other interactive computer services available to individual 
Americans represent an extraordinary advance in the availability of educational and informational resources to our 
citizens.

(2)These services offer users a great degree of control over the information that they receive, as well as the 
potential for even greater control in the future as technology develops.

(3)The Internet and other interactive computer services offer a forum for a true diversity of political discourse, 
unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity.

(4)The Internet and other interactive computer services have flourished, to the benefit of all Americans, with a 
minimum of government regulation.

(5)Increasingly Americans are relying on interactive media for a variety of political, educational, cultural, and 
entertainment services.

(b) Policy
It is the policy of the United States—

(1) to promote the continued development of the Internet and other interactive computer services and other 
interactive media;

(2) to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive 
computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation;

(3) to encourage the development of technologies which maximize user control over what information is received 
by individuals, families, and schools who use the Internet and other interactive computer services;

(4) to remove disincentives for the development and utilization of blocking and filtering technologies that empower
parents to restrict their children’s access to objectionable or inappropriate online material; and

(5) to ensure vigorous enforcement of Federal criminal laws to deter and punish trafficking in obscenity, stalking, 
and harassment by means of computer.

(c) Protection for “Good Samaritan” blocking and screening of offensive material

(1) Treatment of publisher or speaker
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any 
information provided by another information content provider.

(2) Civil liability
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of—
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(A)any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the 
provider or user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or 
otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or

(B)any action taken to enable or make available to information content providers or others the technical 
means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).[1]

(d)Obligations of interactive computer service

A provider of interactive computer service shall, at the time of entering an agreement with a customer for the 
provision of interactive computer service and in a manner deemed appropriate by the provider, notify such 
customer that parental control protections (such as computer hardware, software, or filtering services) are 
commercially available that may assist the customer in limiting access to material that is harmful to minors. Such 
notice shall identify, or provide the customer with access to information identifying, current providers of such 
protections.

(e) Effect on other laws

(1)No effect on criminal law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair the enforcement of section 223 or 231 of this title, chapter 71 
(relating to obscenity) or 110 (relating to sexual exploitation of children) of title 18, or any other Federal criminal 
statute.

(2) No effect on intellectual property law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or expand any law pertaining to intellectual property.

(3) State law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any State from enforcing any State law that is consistent with 
this section. No cause of action may be brought and no liability may be imposed under any State or local law that is
inconsistent with this section.

(4) No effect on communications privacy law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the application of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 
1986 or any of the amendments made by such Act, or any similar State law.

(5) No effect on sex trafficking law
Nothing in this section (other than subsection (c)(2)(A)) shall be construed to impair or limit—

(A) any claim in a civil action brought under section 1595 of title 18, if the conduct underlying the claim 
constitutes a violation of section 1591 of that title;
(B) any charge in a criminal prosecution brought under State law if the conduct underlying the charge 
would constitute a violation of section 1591 of title 18; or
(C) any charge in a criminal prosecution brought under State law if the conduct underlying the charge 
would constitute a violation of section 2421A of title 18, and promotion or facilitation of prostitution is 
illegal in the jurisdiction where the defendant’s promotion or facilitation of prostitution was targeted.
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(f) Definitions

As used in this section:
(1) Internet
The term “Internet” means the international computer network of both Federal and non-Federal interoperable 
packet switched data networks.

(2) Interactive computer service
The term “interactive computer service” means any information service, system, or access software provider that 
provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a service or 
system that provides access to the Internet and such systems operated or services offered by libraries or educational
institutions.

(3) Information content provider
The term “information content provider” means any person or entity that is responsible, in whole or in part, for the 
creation or development of information provided through the Internet or any other interactive computer service.

(4) Access software provider
The term “access software provider” means a provider of software (including client or server software), or enabling
tools that do any one or more of the following:

(A) filter, screen, allow, or disallow content;
(B) pick, choose, analyze, or digest content; or
(C) transmit, receive, display, forward, cache, search, subset, organize, reorganize, or translate content.

(June 19, 1934, ch. 652, title II, § 230, as added Pub. L. 104–104, title V, § 509, Feb. 8, 1996, 110 Stat. 137; amended Pub. 
L. 105–277, div. C, title XIV, § 1404(a), Oct. 21, 1998, 112 Stat. 2681–739; Pub. L. 115–164, § 4(a), Apr. 11, 2018, 132 
Stat. 1254.)
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TITLE 50 SECTION 4303

It shall be unlawful—

(a) For any person in the United States, except with the license of the President, granted to such person, or to the 
enemy, or ally of enemy, as provided in this chapter, to trade, or attempt to trade, either directly or indirectly, with, 
to, or from, or for, or on account of, or on behalf of, or for the benefit of, any other person, with knowledge or 
reasonable cause to believe that such other person is an enemy or ally of enemy, or is conducting or taking part in 
such trade, directly or indirectly, for, or on account of, or on behalf of, or for the benefit of, an enemy or ally of 
enemy.

(b) For any person, except with the license of the President, to transport or attempt to transport into or from the 
United States, or for any owner, master, or other person in charge of a vessel of American registry to transport or 
attempt to transport from any place to any other place, any subject or citizen of an enemy or ally of enemy nation, 
with knowledge or reasonable cause to believe that the person transported or attempted to be transported is such 
subject or citizen.

(c) For any person (other than a person in the service of the United States Government or of the Government of any
nation, except that of an enemy or ally of enemy nation, and other than such persons or classes of persons as may 
be exempted hereunder by the President or by such person as he may direct), to send, or take out of, or bring into, 
or attempt to send, or take out of, or bring into the United States, any letter or other writing or tangible form of 
communication, except in the regular course of the mail; and it shall be unlawful for any person to send, take, or 
transmit, or attempt to send, take, or transmit out of the United States, any letter or other writing, book, map, plan, 
or other paper, picture, or any telegram, cablegram, or wireless message, or other form of communication intended 
for or to be delivered, directly or indirectly, to an enemy or ally of enemy: Provided, however, That any person may
send, take, or transmit out of the United States anything herein forbidden if he shall first submit the same to the 
President, or to such officer as the President may direct, and shall obtain the license or consent of the President, 
under such rules and regulations, and with such exemptions, as shall be prescribed by the President.

(d) Whenever, during the present war, the President shall deem that the public safety demands it, he may cause to 
be censored under such rules and regulations as he may from time to time establish, communications by mail, 
cable, radio, or other means of transmission passing between the United States and any foreign country he may 
from time to time specify, or which may be carried by any vessel or other means of transportation touching at any 
port, place, or territory of the United States and bound to or from any foreign country. Any person who willfully 
evades or attempts to evade the submission of any such communication to such censorship or willfully uses or 
attempts to use any code or other device for the purpose of concealing from such censorship the intended meaning 
of such communication shall be punished as provided in section 4315 of this title.

(Oct. 6, 1917, ch. 106, § 3, 40 Stat. 412.)
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TITLE 50 SECTION 4302 - Definitions

The word “enemy,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean, for the purposes of such trading and of this chapter—

(a) Any individual, partnership, or other body of individuals, of any nationality, resident within the territory 
(including that occupied by the military and naval forces) of any nation with which the United States is at war, or 
resident outside the United States and doing business within such territory, and any corporation incorporated within
such territory of any nation with which the United States is at war or incorporated within any country other than the
United States and doing business within such territory.

(b) The government of any nation with which the United States is at war, or any political or municipal subdivision 
thereof, or any officer, official, agent, or agency thereof.

(c) Such other individuals, or body or class of individuals, as may be natives, citizens, or subjects of any nation 
with which the United States is at war, other than citizens of the United States, wherever resident or wherever 
doing business, as the President, if he shall find the safety of the United States or the successful prosecution of the 
war shall so require, may, by proclamation, include within the term “enemy.”
The words “ally of enemy,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean—

(a) Any individual, partnership, or other body of individuals, of any nationality, resident within the 
territory (including that occupied by the military and naval forces) of any nation which is an ally of a 
nation with which the United States is at war, or resident outside the United States and doing business 
within such territory, and any corporation incorporated within such territory of such ally nation, or 
incorporated within any country other than the United States and doing business within such territory.

(b) The government of any nation which is an ally of a nation with which the United States is at war, or 
any political or municipal subdivision of such ally nation, or any officer, official, agent, or agency thereof.

(c) Such other individuals, or body or class of individuals, as may be natives, citizens, or subjects of any 
nation which is an ally of a nation with which the United States is at war, other than citizens of the United 
States, wherever resident or wherever doing business, as the President, if he shall find the safety of the 
United States or the successful prosecution of the war shall so require, may, by proclamation, include 
within the term “ally of enemy.”

The word “person,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean an individual, partnership, association, company, or 
other unincorporated body of individuals, or corporation or body politic.

The words “United States,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean all land and water, continental or insular, in 
any way within the jurisdiction of the United States or occupied by the military or naval forces thereof.

The words “the beginning of the war,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean midnight ending the day on which 
Congress has declared or shall declare war or the existence of a state of war.

The words “end of the war,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean the date of proclamation of exchange of 
ratifications of the treaty of peace, unless the President shall, by proclamation, declare a prior date, in which case 
the date so proclaimed shall be deemed to be the “end of the war” within the meaning of this chapter.

The words “bank or banks,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean and include national banks, State banks, trust 
companies, or other banks or banking associations doing business under the laws of the United States, or of any 
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State of the United States.

The words “to trade,” as used herein, shall be deemed to mean—

(a) Pay, satisfy, compromise, or give security for the payment or satisfaction of any debt or obligation.

(b) Draw, accept, pay, present for acceptance or payment, or indorse any negotiable instrument or chose in
action.

(c) Enter into, carry on, complete, or perform any contract, agreement, or obligation.

(d) Buy or sell, loan or extend credit, trade in, deal with, exchange, transmit, transfer, assign, or otherwise 
dispose of, or receive any form of property.

(e) To have any form of business or commercial communication or intercourse with.

(Oct. 6, 1917, ch. 106, § 2, 40 Stat. 411.)
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